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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The reader Bay wonder why another article on Newman 1® be
ing presented, and why Newman's literary criticism is being dis

cussed.

Each year the name Neman is more and more entering into 

modern life. In the paet decade of years hundreds of clubs bear

ing his name have been formed. Cardinal Newman is discussed as a 

theologian, historian, philosopher, controversialist, and man of 

letters, and found to excel in all these fields.

Since Newman is so prominent in such a variety of ways, it 

might be argued that attention might better be given to some phase 

of M e  work more conspicuous them M s  criticism. The great leader 

of the Oxford Movement throughout a long life of varied activities 

had objectives in M s  work which he manifestly regarded as of much 

more import than M s  work in literary criticism. Newman "regarded 

writing and criticism as but incidental to M s  career."! However, 

a careful analysis of Newman's literary criticism would be most ben 

eficial. Focusing attention on some phase of a work which at first 

glance appears Insignificant often reveal® new beauties in that 

phase and increases appreciation of the whole. Stanley T. Williams 

remark® that "one may learn much concerning an age by haunting its 1

1. Brother .Leo, English Literature. 555.
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typeths.*2 in this connection he Inquires, "Who thinks often of

Cardinal Keenan as a critic of literature?* He then explains that

approaching literature from particular points of view

• • • creates intimacies which have distinction and also a 
unique advantages they make us revaluate . . . .  In the 
criticism of literature something mgr be said for the art of 
overbearing. In this way indeed unexpected values may be es
tablished."

Criticism helps to form an appreciation of the "best that 

is known and thought in the world."* Much good results from a study 

of the literary criticism of aay great author. Comparatively little 

has beam written of Cardinal Newman «a estimate of the value of lit

erary works. In this connection it might be noted that only within 

the past few years have Newman’s literary achievements In general 

been given proportionate attention. Mr. Joseph J. Reilly, who has 

read extensively of the Newman Literature, wrote in 1925*

Much has been written about Newman from the biographical 
point of view, culminating in Ward’s monumental life. Newman 
as a man of letters, howdver, has been treated for the most 
part only incidentally, in such books as Richard Holt Hutton’s, 
and Cannon Barry’s, and in a number of short critical essays.
I have read, I believe, substantially eveiytbing published cm 
Newman either in England or in America, as well as the admirable 
French studies of Bremond, Faure, and Thureau-Xtengin and I do 
not know of a single work,of any length, seriously devoted to a

2. Stanley ?. Williams, gtudigp &  Victorian Llterature.vli.
3. Ibid. Til.

4. Matthew Arnold, "Function of Criticism at Present Time", 
Essays in Criticism. 28.
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study of Newman as a man of letters except the volume of 
M. Faure which is accessible only in French.5

It is hoped that by studying a "bypath" of Newman * s genius 

we shall obtain a better understanding of the literary standards 

which Newman held, and with this knowledge a greater appreciation of 

the best in literature.

In the main events of Newman's life gleaned from his own 

Apologia. Autobiographical Memoir. correspondence, and the many biog

raphies written of him, one can see influences that tended to develop 

in him a fine literary taste.

John Henry Newman was born in London on February 21, 1801.
His father, a banker,

. . . had a hereditary taste for music, of which he had a 
practical and scientific knowledge, together with much general 
culture. He was . . .  an admirer of Franklin and an enthusiastic 
reader of Shakespeare.®

His mother belonged to the family of Fourdriniers, French by 

descent, and Huguenot. John Henry was brought up from childhood "to 

take great delight in reading the B i b l e . H e  never attended a public 

school. At the age of seven his father sent him to Dr. Nicholas at 
Ealing.

As a young child John Henry wrote compositions and was critical 5 6 *

5. Joseph J. Reilly, Newman as a Man of Letters. vii.

6. William Barry, Cardinal Newman. 7.

Apologia. 59.7.



of bis own work. He delighted Is the romances of Mrs. Raticliffe 

and Scott. At the age of fourteen he studied Addison's style very 

earnestly, and a little later gave close attention to the works of

4

Johnson and Gibbon.

From Ealing John Henry went to Oxford, entering Trinity Col

lege on December 14, 1616. The Intellectual atmosphere of Oxford was 

enjoyed hgr Newman for a period covering nearly thirty years. As stu

dent, Fellow of Oriel College, deacon, Vice-principal of Saint Alban 

Hall, minister, Vicar of Oxford, editor of the British Critic, writer 

of tracts and other religious articles, he showed exceptional ability 

and conscientious discharge of duty.

Dr. Richard Whateley exerted a powerful Influence on Newman 

when bath were Fellows of Oriel. "On the Intellectual side, perhaps 

the chief benefit be conferred on Newman was that of giving him a 

thorough education in logic."8 Of Whateley Newman said*

He was the first who* taught me to weigh ny words, and to be 
cautious in ay statements. He led me to that mode of limiting 
and clearing ay sense In discussion and in controversy, and of 
distinguishing between cognate ideas . . . .  He is a man of 
most exact mind himself, and ha used to snub me severely, on 
reading, as he was kind enough to do, the first sermons that I 
wrote, and other compositions which I was engaged upon.9

At the end of 1827 two great blows, illness and bereavement, 

caused Newman to reflect and realize that be was drifting in the di

rection of liberalism. Dr, Whateley*s influence on Newman became less

8, Bertram Newman, Cardinal Newman. 17,

9. Apologia. 59.
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pronounced. With John Keble and Richard Harrell Froude Newman 

turned hie attention to the church of the Middle Agee. Of Eroode 
Newman says that he

* * • Wft8 the oloseat and most affectionate friendship 
with him from about 1829 till M s  death in 1856. He was a 
nan of the Mgheet gifts . . . .  And be had an intellect ae 
critical and logical as it was speculative and bold."*

John Keble, also, Newman "held dear and always reverenced

. . .  a man of tender and sympathetic nature with lofty ideals and 
a distinctive poetic gift.*11

In 1852, with Harrell Frouds, Newman took a Mediterranean 

tow. He voiced M s  feelings of religious search for the truth in
the well known h$nm» "Lead, Kindly Light."

After M s  return to Bngland, with Keble, Fronde , Puaey, and 

others interested in a return to the practices of the apostolic

church, bn published religious pamphlets, or tracts. It was the 

tracts which gave the name "tractarian" to the movement begun ty the 
Oxford mem.

Hessian *s search for reconciliation or sanction for the Angli- 

oan position eventually caused M s  to realise that the Church of Rome 

is the true church. In 1845 he renounced Anglicanism and was received 

Into the Roman Catholic Church. In 1846 he went to Rome and was or

dained a priest. In 1847 iis returned to England to establish there an IS.

IS. Ibid. 75.

Jose?* J. Reilly, o£. clt.. 12.11.
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oratory of the Brotherhood of Saint Philip Seri*

froe 1864 to 1858 he was rector of the projected University 

of Dublin. During this time he wrote M s  fansae Idea s£ &  Quiversltv. 

In 1864 in refutation to an article written by Charles Kingsley, New- 

nan wrote hie Apologia. a history of hie own religious opinions.

A long life of devotion to duty as conscience dictated it re

ceived recognition when in 1878 Newman was created Cardinal Deacon of 

the Holy Homan Catholic Church. At the time of his death, August 11, 

1890, he was held in Mghest esteem, not only tgr hie own churchmen 

but ty Protestant England as well.

In preparing the paper "Litaraiy Criticism in Newman* much 

first-hand information has been available. Newman*# Historical Sketch- 

£&, USSl s£ &  and *3& contain

ing the fine articles cm •Clear®*, "Literature*, and "The Poetics of 

Aristotle*, respectively, state clearly Newman’s literary views. 

Additional primary references have been Newman’s Letters and Corres-

Bsmmm, his Mlph^grcpfelcal MgeglS, 4£P.^6lfe» 0&mS££ 2t A B M P fo 
and Parochial and- Plain Sermons. The secondary sources used were stand

ard works on criticism, such as Arnold’s Essays in Criticism, numerous

Mographies and articles on Newman, and files of leading periodicals./
In t M s  thesis an attempt will be made to show to what school 

of criticism Newman belongs, to explain M s  method of criticism, and 

to prove M s  right to the title of literary critic. There will be no 

discussion of Newman’s creative works, nor of M s  critical views on
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historical, theological, or philosophical questions, excepting 

in so far as they elucidate M s  literary standards. Since it is 
true of Newman that he was

• . , not curious about books car Interested In famous 
modern authors, or given to criticism of -those whom he ad* 
aired, except as so delicate a taste would be, instinctively,

the "art of overhearing* will have to be adopted, and Newmanfe

estimate of special authors will frequently have to be deduced
from casual remarks.

The remaining chapters of this paper will discuss require

ments of criticism, Bowman1 e works in literary criticism in general, 

Bewa®n,3 criticism of poetry and of pros#, his JLiter&xy influence, 
and hie place in criticism. 12

12. Willie* Barry, olt.. 188.



CHAPTER II

DEFINITION AND FUNCTION OF LITERARY CRITICISM

Minims of Literary Criticism

Criticism is an appraisal of a work of literature or art, 

an expreeel on or a* estimate of Its value. The erne who erltlelsee is 

a judge, cue who detests good as well as tad features In a work. He 

oast as far as possible be free from any bias while judging, that is, 
any religious, national, political, or personal feelings in other 

words, he should be thoroughly detached. His criticism should be 

complete. He should view the work from all angles. He should be 

logical and sympathetic, able to appreciate whatever is good in the 
work he criticises.

Just what does the term "literature* include? Thomas De 

Qulneey says that "in the idea of literature one essential eleaent is 

some relation to a general and common interest of man, so that, what 

applies only to a local, or professional, or merely personal interest, 

• * • w il1 not m <«6 to literature,"! He distinguishes between the

literature of knowledge and the literature of power. He sayst

The function of the first is— to teach i the function of the 
second is— to moves * • , The first sneaks to the mere dieeur-

«t. eeetmd .petit, ti.timt.ly, 1 heppen, to 
the hi^ier understanding or reason, but alvmys through affootions

N .. "Pope." Leadoro in Literature With a
Motif of Traditional Errors Affecting ikem. 5. *— —  —
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of pleasure and sympathy,"2 The tern "literary criticism" applies 

more particularly to judgment passed on the literature of power.

Schools of.Criticism

Since criticism attempts to set a value on a piece of work.

It would seem that some sort of criterion would be necessary to give 

assurance to Its verdict# There Is mueh divergence of opinion on the 

question of literary standards# Schools of orltlolsa have arisen rep* 

resenting various Ideals, principles, and ways of regarding a literary 

work#

There are those who place Implicit confidence on the perfection 

of the olasslos# They recognise the value of the olassles of the great 

European tradition. Inquire Into just what It Is that makes these works 

gyeat, set up standards based on the principles underlying these works, 

and judge other literature by these standards# Critics who thus judge 

works In the light of the olasslos belong to what Is sometimes called 

the Judicial or Classical School. From Aristotle down through the ages 

conservative critics have estimated the value of literary productions 

by their resemblance to the olasslos#

There is another group of critics which demands in one who 

would pass judgment an individual taste, a critical sense which, irre

spective of definitely stated standards, senses values# "There are

2# Ibid#, 6
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those who claim that there are no standards set tip for the purpose 

of judging art. Such objectors usually belong to the so-called 

Impressionistic School of criticism."® In this school we may place 

Baalitt, and such writers ae Jtaatole France, who defines a good crit

ic as a man "who relates the adventures of bis soul among the master

pieces." Critics belonging to this school tend toward romanticise 

and individualism and are sometimes called the Romantic School,

In addition to the Judicial and Impressionistic Schools 

there is the Historical or Naturalistic School, which studies the 

artist and his background before pronouncing upon his work,

Almost all critics may be considered as belonging to one of 

these three schools. However, there are smaller groups which, though 

they might be classified as judicial, impressionistic, or naturalis

tic, because of their own peculiar methods are sometimes considered 

distinct schools of criticism. Among these we might mention the 

Scientific School, which teaches that it is the business of the critic 

"to classify and analyze the fruits of the human mind much as the nat

uralist classifies objects of his study, rather than to praise and 

blame them;"3 4 the Appreciative School, which unites some of the ideas

of the Impressionistic and Scientific schools, gathering data, elaasi-
/

tying, comparing for enjoyment, rather than for the purpose of ex

plaining or judging;5 Humanism, which, eagerly accepting the classics

3. Elizabeth Nitchie, Criticism o£ Literature. 6.

4. Ibid. 7.

5. Ibid, 9.
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as standards, interprets literature in the light of its own uncer

tain philosophy; the Ethical, Psychological, the Sociological Schools, 

each so-called because of its criterion for affixing literary values.

tesliga al qyi.y-.9Ms
Just as there are several schools of criticism, in like manner 

there are different objectives in the minus of the literary critics. 

Some criticise attempts no sore than an analysis of a work.

It traces the work back to its sources. It analyses 
style, method and principles; the style, in order to note 
how far it is in keeping with the subject; the method, in 
order to determine the degree of ability with which the 
author has handled and utilised his materlale; the princi
ples, in order to ascertain in how far he understands his 
subject-matter.6

Criticism has a higher function than merely analysing a given 

work. Brother ▲series terms this method synthetic criticism. He 

explains the higher nature and function of synthetic criticism by 

saying that it

. . .  consists in the reconstruction of the work out of 
its component parts; or rather it is the building up in the 
mind of the reader, a just conception of the work, after it 
has been thoroughly analyzed. This is the more difficult por
tion of the task of criticism. It implies tbit the critic has 
formed unto himself an ideal. The accuracy of his ideal will 
depend largely on his acquaintance with what is best among the 
writings of different peoples. . . . .  Having eet up his ideal, 
he makes comparison of the work under review with others of the 
same kind and notes the points of difference and resemblance.7

6, Brother Asari&s (P. F. liullauy), Philosophy of Litera
ture. 259.

7. Ibid. 260.
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He goes on to say that criticise has higher functions than 

the comparing of a work, with an ideal end assigning to it its place 

la literature.

Criticise has other and higher duties. These are 
of an educative character. It is eclectic in its method. It 
sifts the wheat of literature fro® the chaff. It seeks to 
bring the popular Intelligence into touch with the best 
thoughts of the best authors of all times. %  placing within 
general view its ideals of thought and expression, it becomes 
e factor of true culture. It teaches us how to read and in
terpret our world-authors. It throws upon their methods, 
their persons, their times, their modes of thinking, a flood 
of light,which enables us to understand and read correctly 
what had hitherto been to many a dim and blurred page* It 
gets at the heart of a book and shews it to us palpitating 
with the life-blood of a vivifying principle coursing through 
it,and we henceforth are possessed of the meaning and import 
of that bock. Saint-Beuve, that prince of critics, in M e  
polished and beautiful essay# —  Causeries du lundl —  possess
es the rare talent of renewing one’s interest in an author, 
and causing one to re-read the author with a pleasure that 
one had Mtherto not known.•

». Ibid.. 260.



CHAPTER III

NEWMAN’S RIGHT TO THE TITLE OF LITERAST CRITIC

fiaagyal

Before discussing N e m a n ’s literary criticises in detail, it 

night be well to justify hie right to the title of literary critic.

In the first place, Newman had great qualities of mind which enabled 

him not only to estimate and judge values, but to attract and convince 

others. In the second place, he possessed a knowledge and appreciation 

of the best in literature, and was himself unexcelled in the use of the 

English language. Thirdly, Neman actually has furnished literature 

with some excellent criticism.

Certain qualities and traits of mind which contributed to great

ness in other fields give fores and weight to Newman’s literary criti

cism. That Newman was a man of exceptional power is s h o w  in Wilfrid 

Sard’s description of his influence at Oxford.

In 1838 he exercised a kingship in Oxford extending fur be
yond the ranks of a party —  an influence so extraordinary that 
the tradition of It is now no longer realised and only half be
lieved. . . . Whether Oxford was right or wrong, it recognised 
in the personality which dominated it. . . a  Christian thinker 
of unique genius and insight.1

(hie knows that Newman’s influence continued later in life, par

ticularly from the great number of converts who were attracted to the

1. Wilfrid i ard, £hg. Life of John Henry Cardinal Newman. 1, 6
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Roman Catholic Church by his preaching end example,

lather %der, who knew M s  personally said*

He always gave one the impression that he might have 
been great in any department of life? that he might have 
been a great general, a great lawyer, a great parliamen
tary debater —  whether he could have been a great party 
leader I cannot say.2

Added to a striking personality and Influence, Newman had a 

keen understanding of human nature and a strong sympathy for others.

He was firm in decision while at the same time he possessed a “Haslet

like awareness of all sides of a problem.“ Newman*8 broadmindedness 

prompted him to give to evezy individual freedom to expend hie powers. 

He believed that “Great minds need elbow-room, not indeed In the do

main of faith, but of thought. And so indeed do lesser minds, and all 

minds,*5 It was said of Newman that “he made intolerance the mark of 

an ignoramus And a sad*8̂

Newman1s power as a controversialist is proved by his success 

in the attack cm Kingsley. ’ Of tide Chesterton remarks*

The lamentable fate of poor Kingsley over the Apologia 
business may stand as a permanent warning to the eloquent, 
persuasive, Imaginative, enthusiastic preacher not to allow 
himself to get within range of the guns of a genuine contro
versialist.6

2. Ibid.. II, 368.

5. M m  9f *  S&atew.jsfe*-lter> 476.
4. Joseph J. Reilly, $>& . cit.. 184.

5. Gilbert K. Chesterton, “The Technique of Controversy. * 
LivAfig t a ,  LVI, 677, Sept, 14, 1912.
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Besides sympathy, force, tolerance, one sight Mention other 

traits of Neviaan which made till® an able critic. He possessed s crit

ical sense, exquisite taste and fine discrimination, and withal the 

saving virtue of sincerity. One reads that at the age of nine "he 

was keeping a pocket-book diary, writing verses on Kelson and other 

subjects, but critical of what he wrote —  ‘I think I shall burn it,1 

he concludes,*® in Incident of New man’e youth shows that from the 

beginning he showed sincerity and incependenee of mind, "then he was 

quite young -and poor he was offered SL,80c a year to write in the Tjaejgj.. 
He declined it. He would not have been free to say what he thought.'17

Brother Azarias, explaining the different ways of looking at 

truth, pays a great tribute to Newman’s method. Alter describing the 

rhetorical method, the logical, the metaphysical, the moralising, the 

poetical method, and others, he says* .
•

finally, there Is the method of a mind accustomed to look 
at subjects In all their aspects. Such a mind conceals from 
itself non® of the difficulties surrounding a subject! it meets 
them face to faces it grapples ^ith thorn; in the light of the 
main issue it seeks their solution; it employs no useless words; 
it makes use of the simplest terms to express the highest truths; 
there is in its expression a fullness and a completeness that 
grasp the whole truth in all its bearings; reason, imagination 
and sensibility are th re; but reason, uppermost, and holds the 
others In check, even when they are imparting life and color to 
the sentences, and a poetic glow, giving them warmth, pm nearest * 7

8. William Barry, Cardinal Newman. 8. .

7. Frederic W. Farrar, "Cardinal Newman." Social arid, Present, 
Day Questions. 288.

1
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•ppro&oh to this order of mind Is Cardinal Newman.®

That Newman was well acquainted with the classics is proved 

hy M e  frequent references to thee in M e  numerous works. That his 

style is faultless is well attested ty the numerous tributes that have 

bec® P«ld to it. Alexander White says, "If the English language has 

an Angel residing in it and presiding over it, surely Newman is that 

AngelS8 9 10 A contemporary of Newman (Principal Shalrp) exclaims*

As he spoke, how the old truth because new! . . .  Subtlest 
truths which it would have taken philosophers pages of circum
locution end big words to state, were dropt out by the way in 
a sentence or two of the most transparent Anglo-Saxon. *2.0

Granted Newman’s favorable background and mental ability for 

literary criticism, the question might be raised - Did Newman actually 

do enough critical work in literature to give him a right to the title 

of literary critic? las not M s  mind ao absorbed in the study of dogma 

and theology, in war against the liberalism of M s  day, that there v.us 

little or no time for literary criticism? ia® it not contrary to New

man’s serious nature to indulge in the pleasure w M e b  M e  artistic tem

perament voulti have derived from purely literary works?

Biographers of Neman have made statements which might Incline 

some readers to answer these questions is the affirmative. For instance,

8. Pm Tm Muilany, on. clt.. 267.

9. 0. H. Donahue, John Henry Cardinal Newman. IX

10. H. P. Bussell, The Spirit of John Henry Newman. SIS
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In lard's Lifts gf Herman, one reads that Newman ever regarded ’’mere 

literary work* a® unsatisfactory.11

Ward says*

to regard to poetry he had little sympathy with the ob
jective criticism of the day. Be liked what he liked Intense
ly^ but I think he was impatient of being called upon to ac
count for his liking this or that.11 12 *

One even finds such statements as **. , * he never read for read

ing's sake; he was either incurious or detached on principle from the 

pursuit of beauties in literature."15

It is possible that many who, from personal acquaintance, have 

written of Newman's daily life and habits refer mostly to the last twen

ty or thirty years of hie life and not to hie numerous activities of 

earlier days. Froude says "Newman's mind was world-wide. He was inter

ested to everything witich was going on in science, in polities, in lit

erature."14
That he had a sincere love for the classics is proved by his 

modest answer to a correspondent who reported the opinion that Newman 

was himself already one of the saints of the Church. "You must unde

ceive Miss A. B. about me. . . .  I have nothing of the saint about me. , .

11. Wilfrid Ward, o£. clt.. I, 125. ,

18. Ibid. II, 564.

15. William Barry, o£. clt., 179.

14. J. F. Mosley, "Newman1 a Opportunity*. flftg£fcaaE teYlEEa. 
Vol. 75, 246 (January, 1886).
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Saints are not literary men, they do not love the classics, they do 

not write Tales.*15 16 17 18

Newman not only read the classics, but has written excellent 
criticisms of them. Els essay cm "Poetry and the Poetics of Aristotle" 

contains not only & good criticism of the Greek drama and of Aristotle’s 

doctrines, but also of many modern writers. Likewise his splendid es

say on Cicero "showed Newman as critic rather than as historian.*16 
Aside from the essays mentioned, there is much incidental literary crit

icism to be found in his numerous works. Certain duties gave Newman 

occasion for expression of opinion on literary subjects. Prom July, 1858 

to July, 1841, he was editor of the British Critic. Writing of the Brit

ish Critic in his Apologia, he says*

Up writers belonged to various schools, some to none at all.
The subjects are various —  classical, academical, political, 
critical, and artistic, as well as theological. . . .1*

As Sector of the proposed Catholic University of Ireland,

. . .  the great question bow an educated Catholic should bear 
himself towards the advancing tide of scientific and critical 
research, which was raising questions important and new, direct
ly claimed his attention. . *13

It was at this time that he wrote the critical essays entitled

15. Wilfrid Ward, SR- S 1> 229

16. Joseph J. Reilly, p£. clt.,155.

17. Apologia. 75.

18. Wilfrid Ward, 2R. cit.. I, 514.
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"Literature" and "English Catholic Literature."

Lionel Johnson, enumerating the subjects of Newman's numer
ous volumes, mentions first the

* • • t”el7* volumes of perfect oratory, not in the sain, 
theological, but ethical and psychological]! there are, at 
most, but seven volumes of. professed technical theology.
The rest contain 'infinite riches"* satire, humor, romance, 
criticism, poetry, history; he has composed Ciceronian di
alogues; he has parodied prize poems; he has satirized news
paper articles and published speeches; he has Imitated the 
Greek tragic chorus; he has enriched criticism with fault
less judgments. To him 1 turn for the truest estimates of 
% r o n  or Cicero.19

Maj&fflg. M  magnification of Newman's Criticism

Many thoughtful critics, in the last analysis, conclude that he 

«ho brings to the general mind high ideals of thought and expression, 

performs a higher type of criticism than he who merely analyses Isolated 

works. Newman has dearly explained many literary principles which may 

be used as standards. In this respect he might almost be considered a 

philosopher of literature, tie has criticised mtmy ancient and modern 

authors ty way of illustration of his literary principles, and in addi

tion lias »urnishod criticism with valuable specific standards.

Newman's criticism belongs more to the classical school than to 

any other. Much as Newman identified himself with the Romantibists in 

his writings and philosophy, and though he M s  even been criticized for

19. Brother Leo, Q&. cit.. 546.
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leanings in this direction ty such itosanista as Paul U s e r  More, 

his literary criticise is based on an appreciation of the lit

erary ©lassies of the European tradition.

His criticise is easily identified with Matthew Arnold’s 

famous definition of criticise, "a disinterested endeavor to 

learn and propagate the best that is known and thought in the 

world.1,580

20. Matthew Arnold, clt.. 29



CHATO2K IV

KSRMAll’ S U T m H T  STANDARDS

«ssssa.*j». MM&&S& si

Cor oti S2E. ieaultur.ttie m t t o  an Gordina! Newman’s shield,ex

presses the underlying principle of N e m a n ’s literary doctrine. Both 

In theory end practice be eepha.nlace the Importance of personality as 

a factor in literature. He teaches that there suet be something In

dividual in an author# that it is true of language that *411 greater 

natters ere carried on and perfected by a succession of individual 

•inde.** He cements "how generis, is the style of Shakespeare,or 

of the Protestant Bible sod Prayer Book, or of Swift, or of Pope, or of 

Gibbon, or of Johnocot1’8 An author oust be able to so express wimt is 

within hin that he successfully conveys hie thought to M s  reader, who 

in turn through that thought, reinterprete his o»n experience.

The Art of Letters is the method fay who.eh e speaker or writer 
brings out in word#,worthy of M s  subject, and sufficient for M s  
audience or readers, the thoughts which impress hi*, literature, 
then, is of a personal character# it consists in the enunciations 
and teachings of those who have a right to speak a# representa
tives of their kind, and in whose wards their brethren find an in
terpretation of their own sentiments, a record of their own experi
ence, and a suggestion for their own Judgments.5

/
Thus Newman shows that in literature there is a eomunioation

i« istia fi£ & StoaaJLfcr*
2. Ibid.. 815.

8. Ibid.. 291.



of person to person, that "heart speaks to heart." That be carries 

out this method in practice is evident in all his works.

SfiSL M. 22£ loquitur, thus be (Newman) addressed himself 
to all to whom he was charged with a message. With infinite 
consideration for persons as they came before him, . . .  and 
unlimited power of sympathy? fcy force of a personality formed 
and perfected fay uninterrupted communion with his Maker.4 5

Newman holds literature to be "the personal use or exercise of 

language."6 For a successful transfer of thought end feelings from one 

person to another he recognizes the need of exact expression. "The char

acteristic gift" of a great author is "the faculty of expression."6 

Throughout Newman«s writings on the nature of literature, one finds re

curring an insistence that personality is an essential element in all 

true literature, and that in order to reveal the personality there must
f

be suitable expression.

According to Newman, the term "literature" implies writing, not 

speaking. However, he explains that writing results from the necessity 

of spreading or perpetuating the word? that primarily the word addressed 

itself to the ear rather than to the eye? and that the instrument was 

speech rather than the written word.7 Since speech is essentially person

al, literature Is personal. It expresses

. . .  one person’s ideas and feelings, —  ideas and feelings per
sonal to himself, though others may have parallel and similar ones, —  
proper to himself, in the same sense as his voice, his air, his 
countenance, hie carriage, and his action, are personal. In other

22

4. 8. P. Russell, o p . clt.. 614.

5. Idea o£ a University. 275.

6. Ibid.. 291.

Ibid.. 272-275.7.
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words, Literature expresses, not objective truth, as it is 
called, but subjective; not things, but thoughts.8

Newman clearly states wherein literature differs from other 

pursuits, such as science. Literature which is personal is subjec

tive, science is objective. The words in which scientific truth is 

set forth Eire symbols, not language, speech, or literature. Euclid’s 

Elements relate not to mere thoughts but things.

What is true of mathematics is true also of every study, so 
far forth as it is scientific; it makes use of words as the mere 
vehicle of things, and is thereto withdrawn from the province of 
literature. Thus metaphysics, ethics, law, political economy, 
chemistry, theology, cease to be literature in the same degree 
as they are capable of a severe scientific treatment.8

Closely allied to the idea that literature is personal, as 

thought and feeling are personal, is Newman's belief that "thought and 

speech are inseparable from each other." He emphasizes unity of matter 

and expression. Since both are personal, it is impossible for one man 

to furnish the thought and another, the style. He criticizes those 

critics who consider "fine writing to be an addition from without."

But can they really think that Homer, or Pindar, or Shakespeare, 
or EScyden, or Walter Scott, were accustomed to aim at diction for 
its own sake, instead of being inspired with their subject, and 
pouring forth beautiful words because they had beautiful thoughts?!0

Newman teaches also that style is the image, not only of an 
author's subject, but also of his mind. 10

8. Ibid.. 273

9. Ibid.. 274

. Ibid..10 279
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Hie language expresses, not only M s  great thoughts, but 
M s  great self . . . . I say, a narrow critic will call it 
verbiage, when really it is a sort of fulness of heart, paral
lel to that w M e h  makes the merry boy whistle as he walks, or 
the strong man, like the smith in the novel, flourish M s  club 
when there is no one to fight with.il

Thus Newman justifies Shakespeare's "lavish richness of style?!8 

and declares that "even elaborateness in composition is no mark of trick 

or artifice in an author." Newman, however, criticises those who "are 

guilty of the absurdity of making sen teases, as the very end of their 

literary labour ", and mentions as guilty of this fault, Isocrates,and 

Dr. Johnson.

• . . much as I love and revere the personal character and intellect
ual vigour of Dr. Johnson, I cannot deny that M s  style often out
runs the sense and the occasion, and is wanting in that simplicity 
which is the attribute of genius.!5

Newman contends "that to be capable of easy translation is no 

teat of the excellence of a composition* and he criticises those who un

dervalue the classics because they lose ty translation. %  several anal

ogies he exposes the faulty reasoning of those critics who say that great 

literature must admit of translation.

Then Shakespeare jj> a genius because he can be translated into 
German, and bs&  a genius because he cannot be translated into French. 
Then the multiplication-table is the most gifted of all conceivable 
compositions, because it loses nothing by translation, and can hardly 
be said to belong to any one language whatever . . .  In the language 
of savages you oan hardly express any idea or act of the intellect 11 12

11. Ibid.. 280.

12, Ibid.. 282. 

15. Ibid.. 285.
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at all: Is the tongue of the Hottentot or Esquimaux te he 
made the measure of the gealu# of Plato, Pindar, Tacitus,
St, Jerome, Dante, at <ksnrsaatesf-14

Hammia contradicts those who distinguish between the classics 

and Holy Scripture on the ground of facility of translation. Pe proves 

that Scripture la not easy of translation, that Scripture Is often e

laborate, ornamented in diction, mid musical In cadence, and that there 

are portions of Scripture that are hard to understand. Be admits that

• « , there are portions indeed of the inspired volume nore sln-
p,.e both in style and la meaning, and. that these are the more

aubllme passages, as, for Instance, parte of the Gos-

M t  many of these sublime passages he would, classify as Science 
rather than Literature. He explain*!

I have said Literature is m e  thing, and that Science 1» 
another? that Literature has to do with ideas, and Science with 
realities? that Literature is of a personal character, that Science 
treats of what is universal and eternal. In proportion, then, as 
Smipture excludes the personal colouring of its writers, and rises 
into the x-egim of pure and mere inspiration, when it ceases in any 
sense to be the writing of man, of St. Paul or St, John, of Moses 
or Iaaias, than it cones to belong be Science, not Literature.
Them it conveys the things of heaven, unseen verities, divine man
ifestation#, and then alone —  not thd ideas, the feelings, the 
aspirations, of its human instruments, who, for all that they were 
Inspired and infallible, did not cease to be men. St. Faults e- 
pleti.ee then, I consider to he literature in a real and true sense, 
aepereonal, as rich in reflection and emotions, as Demosthenes or 
Euripides * .

In tide lucid «*pl»n«tlo* of the t m u t l u  of tha Heir Scripture,

14. M L . f 267.

15. Ibid., 289.

16. IMd., 289.

53991
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Newman not only Increases owe appreciation of the high literary merit 

of portions of Holy Writ, but oonslstently Illustrates his fundamental 

literary principle that “literature Is the personal use and exercise 

of language."

Rales for

Frequently Newman has stated means which prove good guides for 

successful literary work. He says* "The primary duty of a literary man 

Is to have d e a r  conceptions, and to be exact and intelligible la ex

pressing then.*17 Xa respect to dearness he makes the following gen

eral criticism* "It is the least pardonable fault la aa Orator to fall 

la dearness of style, sad the asst pardonable fault of a Poet."18 

He emphasizes writing to the point*

There are authors who are as pointless as they are Inexhaust
ible In their literary resources. They measure knowledge lay 
hulk, ae It lies In the rude Meek, without eyametry, without 
design. How many commentators are there cm ties Classics, how 
maagr on Bely Scripture, from which we rise tip, wondering at the . 
learning which has passed before us, end wondering why it passed!**

to like maimer Newman stresses need for freshness, vigor, back

ground of reading, and careful revision.

ha excellent summary of suggestions which Noumea made as the 

best way of noting the truth known by writing are given in s e w  notes on 

the writing of sememe. Sines these notes malm known Newman's secrets of

17* A& Essay && AM fl£ &  Grammar g£ Isanti. 80.
18. Ibid.. 21.

1®* Idea of jg University. 140.
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writing end likewise M s  orlteria for judging certain literary works, 

it would lie well to enuamite thee.

1. 1 earn should toe in earnest, by which X seen lie should write 
net for the seise of writing, but to bring out M s  thoughts.

2. H» should sewer ala et feeing eloquent.

3. be should keep M s  M s *  is view, and should write see tenses 
over and over again till he fees expressed M s  aenalng accurately, 
forcibly, and is tm  words,

4. Be should els et feeing understood fey M s  hearers or readers,

, 8, Be should use ward# which ere likely to fee understood, Q m m m t
m d  w i l l f i &m .aat t d l l l  a o t t s  AiMiouftly 1b  d u e  t i a # ,  but* h a  shtaeJLd
never seek thee,

5. Be oust creep before he sen fly, fey w M o h  X m m  that husll- 
ity »Mofc is e greet Christies virtue has e place in literary eon- 
poeitien.

7* Be who le eabltioue will u e w r  write well, but he *be tries 
to say siaply «bat he feels, whet religion deseeds, what faith teach
es, »hat the Gospel prowUee, will fee eloquent without Intending It, 
and will write, better Sngllah then if he sade a study of English lit
erature,”

Apropos of hewtas&'a notes on successful writing, passages iron 

M s  f snows description of a greet author sight be quoted, fits aln of 

e greet author Is

• • , te give forth whet he has within hi*$ and free* M e  very 
eameeteose it eoeee to puss that, whatever fee the splendour of 
M e  dietien or the hareony of M e  periods, fee bas with M *  the 
attium of an /mbi« elsplloity, whatever be M s  subject,
high or low, lie treats it suitably and for lie own sake,, If he 
is e poet, ‘nil nolitur Inerts! ♦ If he is an orator, then too . 
he speaks, net only ‘ istiaote1 sod ♦wpleodlde' but alee ♦note*
» a # e e a * e e a w * e e e e e e e * * e e a e e a e w e e

He writes passionately, because he feels keenly? forcibly,

* 0 . Klifrid hard, o p . cit,. XI, M S.

r
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because he conceives vividly? he sees too clearly to be vague?. . • 
Se always has the right word for the right idea, and never a word 
too much. If he is brief, it is because few words suffice? . , .
Be expresses what ell feel, but all cannot say? and M e  sayings 
pass late proverbs among M s  people, and M s  phrases become house
hold words and Idioms of their daily speech, which is teaselated 
with the rich fragments of M s  language, as we see in foreign 
lands the marbles of Roman grandeur worked into the walls end 
pavements of modern palaces.8*

Newman thus clearly states hie idea of a great author. His de

scription, followed by a tribute to Shakespeare and to Virgil, both pre

eminent in their respective languages, is naturally inclined to reae- 

quaint M s  reader with the best that each nation has produced.

Mention might he made hare of Newman's tribute to the Teacher of 

the Nations,

Who could wish to be nore eloquent, nore powerful, more suc
cessful them the Teacher of the Nations? let who ware earnest, 
who mere natural, who more unstudied, who nore self-forgetting 
than he?88

Appreciation o£ Classicism and Romanticism

Although Newman's criticism places him in the classical school 

of critics, one finds in M m  a profound appreciation for both classical 

and romantic works.

, . , the literature of Greece, continued into, and enriched by, 
tiie literature of Roes, together with the studies w M e h  it involves, 
has been the instrument of education, and the food of civilisation, 21 22

21, Idea o£ ft. University. 298.

22. j£&., 408.
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free the first tines of the world down to this day. . . . . . . .
toe simple question to be considered le, how beet to strengthen, 
refine, and enrich the intellectual powers? the perusal of the 
poets, historians, and philosophers of Greece and Bone will ao- 
oonplleh tola purpose, as long experience has shown. . ,2b

He fully recognised the enduring qualities, the permanent value 

of the classics to the Individual and to the race. Be realised that the 

classics are eonethlng to which an individual or race can return and al

ways find nourishment.

Let ns consider, toe, how differently young and old are 
affected by the words of some classic author, such as Homer 
or Horace. Passages . . .  at length come home to hie, whan 
long years have passed, and he has had experience of life, and 
pierce M m ,  ae if he had never before known than, with their 
sad earnestness and vivid exactness, t o m  he comae to under
stand how it le that lines . . . have lasted generation after 
generation, for thousands of years, with a power ever the mind, 
and a charm, which the current literature of his own door, with 
all ite obvious advantages, is utterly unable to rival.2*

to M s  use of toe classics as standards, Newman does not confine 

himself to the narrow restrictions of toe ancient classics. He appre

ciates the worth of the classics of any nation, meaning by the classics 

of e national literature "those authors who have toe foremost place la 

exemplifying the powers and conducting tbs development of ite language.'126 

for toe difficulties of pioneering to say language Newman has a nest 

sympathetic understanding. Of the hardships of building a new language, 

he wltesi ' * 26

28. Idea of a Dnivorsltr. 261-263. 

24. Grammar g£ Assent, to.

26. Idea of a Univurelfcr. 521.
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la it* earlier times, while it 1* yet unformed, to write 
in it et ell is almost a work of genius. It is like crossing
* country before roads are Bade communicating between piece 
end place, the authors of that age deserve to be Classics, 
both because of what they do and because they can do it. It 
require® the courage or the force of great talent to compose 
in the language at all} and the composition, when effected, 
sake* a permanent impression on it. In those early Wees, too, 
the license of speech unfettered by precedents, the novelty of 
the work, the state of society, and the absence of criticise, 
enable as author to write with spirit and freshness.26

With characteristic breadth of eind, Sewasn doe# not limit hie 

admiration merely to the so-called classics of * language. He welcomes 

sew growth. .

• * * Sa Literature, . , , there ie something oppressive in the
authority of a great writer, and something of tyranny in the use 
to which hie admirers put M s  name. The school which he forms 
would fain monopolise the language, draws up canons of criticism 
from his writings, and Is intolerant of innovation. Those who 
come under its are dissuaded or deterred from striking
out S path of their own. Hats Virgil1* transcendent excellence 
fined the character of the hexameter in subsequent poetry, and 
took away the chance#, if not of Improvement, at least of variety.26 27

&alike Mr. Paul Elmer More, he does net bemoan the growth of Ro

manticism. Be welcomes in r  language the freshness, vigor, the spon

taneity, exuberance of expression produced by Intensity of feeling. His 

admiration for the free, unhampered expression of the individual gives 

M m  a deep sympathy for the Bamanticiste whose effusions of genius he 

would not limit ty e narrow prescription of content and form. Be has
> i

words of praise for Southey's Thalaba: he never fails to glorify the 

works of Scott* iron early childhood his imagination was stirred ty the

26. Ibid.. 526.
27. Ibid.. 525*
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romantic tales of Mrs. Radcliffe or Miss Porter. The inspiration of 

the heavenward pointing Gothic spires moved and impressed him. It is 

small wonder that one who has revelled in the beauty of the Parlia

ment buildings and Westminster Abbey should say:

For myself, certainly I think that that style which, what
ever be its origin, is called Gothic, is endowed with a pro
found and a commanding beauty, such as no other style possess
es with which we are acquainted, and which probably the Church 
will not see surpassed till it attain to the Celestial City.28 29 30 31

Newman would have the imagination soar to new heights.

Imagination, with Newman, was reason, as with Carlyle, 
Wordsworth, Goethe, and Shakespeare —  not the bare mechan
ical process that grinds out conclusions from the letters of 
the alphabet, in what is at best a luminous void, but the swift, 
sudden grasp of an explorer, making his way from crag to crag, 
under him the raging sea, above him sure ground and deliverance.28

He recognizes the appeal of Romanticism to the spiritual within. 

Doubtless the imaginative spirit and inquiry of Romanticism led him to 

the recognition of the truth.

What is Christian high-mindedness, generous self-denial, 
contempt of wealth, endurance of suffering, and earnest striv
ing after perfection, but an improvement and transformation, 
under the influence of the Holy Spirit, of that natural charac
ter of mind which we call romantic?®^

Stanley T. Williams goes so far as to consider Newman an 

apostle "not only of two mighty churches, but also of that mysterious 

movement of thought and feeling called Romanticism."^1

28. Ibid.. 82.

29. William Barry, o£. cit.. 16.

30. J. C. Shairp, Culture and Religion. 347.

31. S. T. Williams, o£. cit., 216.
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Oates finds Newman’s kinship with the Romanticists recognis

able In the following points*

, . • hie Imaginative sympathy with the past. In the range and 
perspective of his devotion to an Ideal framed largely In ac
cordance with a loving reverence for mediaeval life* Hie vela 
of mysticism, his imaginative sympathy with Nature, his Inter
pretation of Nature as symbolic of spiritual truth, hie re
jection of reason as the guide of life, and hie recognition of 
the inadequacy of generalisations and formulae to the wealth 
of actual life and to the intensity and variety of personal ex
perience, are also characteristics that mark his relation to 
the men of his period#5^

A recent and very thorough study, John Henry Newman, The 

Ecrxuitio, The Friend, and The Leader, after enumerating and discussing 

such evidences of raraantioism in Newman as his love of the distant past, 

his recognition of the emotional values In nature and mystical Inter

pretation of the beauties of nature, stresses the significance of New

man* • recognition of an "Intuitive approach to truth,"

The most significant manifestation of romantleiem in Newman —  
it is safe to say —  took shape In his vigorous pretest against 
the cold formalism of the preceding age* His rejection of reason 
as a criterion of truth and the sole guide of life, as well as 
hie deep consent with concrete personality, justifies this con
clusion* Abstract reasoning found no room in hie view of man as 
an eminently human personality, endowed with superior gifts of 
mind and hearts the instinctive, the imaginative and emotional 
elements were not to be neglected in any phase of human endeavor.33

Newman’s scrutiny of the human heart and hie desire that the in

dividual soul with Its "instinctive, imaginative, and emotional ele

ments" be recognized, fora the basic principles of his entire literary 

creed* They revert back to his emphasis on personality, as essential 

to literature, and easily harmonize with hie motto, "Cor ad oor loquitur*"

32* Lewie E* Gates, Three Studies in Literature, 122.

33* Sister Mary Aloysl Kiener, John Henry Newman, The Romantic, 
The Friend, The Leader, 114*



CHAPTER V

NEWMAN*S ETHICAL STANDARDS IN LITERARY CRITICISM 

Various Opinions

Mueh has been written on the relation between morale and art,

Qan art maintain itself apart In utter indifference to morale? Is 

there a conflict between morality and art? Should art teach a moral 

lesson? These questions have been asked and discussed since the time 

of r'L&’to Aristotle, and they have perplexed art critics and moral

ists in every age, (km art be absolutely divorced from ethics or has 

it an ethical function? The views of able critics are widely divergent 
on this point.

Father Donnelly, S • J*, teachesi

To moralise, to dogmatise, to theorise is not the fune- 
tion of art, and though these functions are not incompatible 
with the functions of art, very rarely in the history of art 
i,aE ^  been successful when it undertook to teach or to 
preach. Didactic poetry, satire poetry and propaganda drama, 
have great difficulty in becoming poetry and remaining poetry.l

Franeia Thompson criticises those "artists before everything" 

who would have morality stand aside for art, "In guiding themselves rig

idly by morality they will best advance the ends of art. . * Morality 
never did nor can conflict with art."2

1. Francis P. Donnelly, S, J., Art Rrinolples In Literature.

2, Francis Thompson, A Renegade Poet and Other Essays, 808-
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Throughout the Victorian Age, literary critics core or leea 

require morality In art. They do not ineiet that art he didactic, 

tut they do require that it appeal to the good and the true a» well 
as to the beautiful.

Matthew Arnold show# the eleee and necessary relationship be

tween morality and art. Be argues that art reflects lifej that "poet

ry Is at bottom a criticism of life" and that "the greatness of a po

et lies in hie powerful and beautiful application of Ideas to life —  

to the question» Mow to live.*8

Arnold admirably mime up hie views by saying

A poetry of revolt against moral ideas la a poetry of re
volt against life) a poetry of indifference toward moral 
ideas Is s poetry of Indifference towards life.*

Buskin links morality to M s  aestheticism and goes so far as 

to say that "no supreme power of art can be attained by an Impious nan."6
Svee Pater, to when culture is almost a religion, and who in

sists so strongly cm the "absolute correspondence of the tern to its 

Import"® as a characteristic of all good art, says that the distinction 

between great art end good art depends on natter rather than form. If 

over and above the conditions required for good art, a work is

5. Matthew Arnold, "Wordsworth", Baser* &  Criticism. 565.
4. Ibid. 564.

5. John Baskin, Modern Painters. I, 842.

6. Walter Pater, Appreciations. 57.
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» * • devoted further to the Increase of nen’e happiness, 
to the redenption of the oppressed, or the- enlargement of 
oup ay»P»thi#e with eaoh other, or to w o t  preeeetmat of 
nee or old truth shout ourselves end oar relation to the 
world ee say ennoble and fortify us In our sojourn here, 
or Immediately, es with Beets, to the Glory of God, it will 
he else greet arts if# over and above those qualities I 
suseed up as wind and soul —  that color and ^ s t l o  per
fuse, end that reasonable structure, It has soeethlng of 
the soul of hsnaalty In It, sad finds its logical, its ar
chitectural place, in the great structure of >«»■»« life.7

Cto this Important question of the relationship between moral

ity and * ^ 1  it 1* well to Investigate the pronouncements of one who 

was we profoundly religious as Cardinal Newman, and whs at the same 

tine possessed eo keen an artistic ewes. Newman appears to have 

looked at the question of the relation between art and morale from »ii, 

angles. With characteristic breadth of view he gives to art freedom 

to function. Be realises that "It is e contradiction in terns to ah- 

tenpt a sinless literature of sinful nan."® He takes for grunted that 
literature portrays life.

If Literature is to be made a study of h»e*t> nature, you 
cannot have a Christian Literature. . . » You may gather to
gether something very great and high, something higher than 
any Literature ever was) and when you have done ee, you will 
find that it is not Literature at all. Ion will have elnply 
left the delineation of nan, as such, and have substituted 
for it, ee far as you have had any thing to substitute, that 
of nan, as he Is or night he, under certain special advan
tages. . . , Give us the study of nan, as such, If so It 
must bs) bet say you do se. . . .  Man is a being of genius,

7. Ibid, 88.

8. Idea o£ ft Cnlvrsitr. 229.
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passion, intellect, conscience, power. He exercises 
these various gifts in various ways, in great deeds, in 
great thoughts, in heroic acts, in hateful crimes . . .
He takes a thousand shapes, and undergoes a thousand for
tunes ............................................. ..
If then hy Literature is meant the manifestation of human 
nature in human language, you will seek for it in vain ex
cept in the world. Put up with it, as it is, or do not 
pretend to cultivate it? take things as they are, not as 
you could wish them.9 * 11

Newman’s insistence on fidelity to things as they are is 

strikingly brought out in a critical essay which forms an intro

duction to the life of Saint Chrysostom. Newman would not have a 

saint's life merely a chronicle of supernatural favors and miracles. 

Rather would he find "the real, hidden but human, life, or the inte

rior, as it is called, of such glorious creations of God."1^ In 

such a revelation, he insists that any less edifying circumstances 

of a saint's life, be not omitted. He deplores

. . .  the endemic perennial fidget which possesses us about 
giving scandal? facts are omitted in great histories, or 
glosses are put upon memorable acts, because they are thought 
not edifying, whereas of all scandals such omissions, such 
glosses are the greatest.11

Does Newman's insistence that literature portray man as he is 

conflict with the teachings of the more conservative critics who would 

have literature appeal to the good and the true as well as the beauti

ful? Not exactly: although Newman would never sanction the,art for

9. Ibid.. 229-252.

3.0. Historical Sketches. II, 219.

11. Ibid.. 251.
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art’s sake motif of the brilliant but perverse Oscar Wilde, nor tol

erate the emotional appeal approved by the Impressionists; he does 

grant to literature greater freedom than is permitted by most of his 

fellow Victorians.

It is interesting to note that in his more mature years, New

man sees literature as somewhat more detached from religious belief 

and morality than is indicated in his earlier explanation of this dif

ficult problem. Early in life he says:

We do not hesitate to say, that poetry is ultimately 
founded on correct moral perception; that where there is no 
sound principle in exercise there will be no poetry; and that 
on the whole (originality being granted) in proportion to the 
standard of a writer’s moral character will his compositions 
vary in poetical excellence. This position, however, requires
some explanation.^

In explaining this rather definite stand, Newman modifies his

statements, and furnishes good criticism.

. . .  we do not mean to imply that a poet must necessarily dis
play virtuous and religious feeling . . . Nor does it follow 
from our position that every poet must in fact be a man of 
consistent and practical principle; except so far as good 
feeling commonly produces or results from good practice.
Burns was a man of inconsistent life; still, it is known, of 
much really sound principle at bottom. Thus his acknowledged 
poetical talent is in nowise inconsistent with the truth of 
our doctrine, which will refer the beauty which exists in 
his compositions to the remains of a virtuous and diviner na
ture within him. . . .  a right moral feeling places the mind 
in the very centre of that circle from which all the rays 
have their origin and range; whereas minds otherwise placed 12

12. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle’s Poetics," 
Essays. Critical and Historical. 1, 21.
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eosmnd but a portion of the whole circuit of poetry.
Allowing for human infirmity and the varieties of o- 
ninion, Milton, Spenser, Cowper, Aordarorth, and South- 
«y, may be considered, ae far as their ’writings go, to 
approximate to this aoral centre.*8

Srnmaa further Illustrates his theory that a “right moral 

state of heart is the formal and scientific condition of a poetical 

adad,” and that great writers approximate to a moral center.

Walter Scott*& centre is chivalrous honour $ Shakes
peare exhibits the characteristics of an unlearned and 
undisciplined piety $ Homer the religlcei of nature mod 
conscience, at times debased bgr polytheism. All these 
poets are religious. The occasional irreligion of ?lr- 
gll*s poetry Is painful to the adairers of M s  general 
taste and delicacy. Bryden’s Alexander’s Feast is a 
magnificent composition, and has high poetical beauties) 
but to a refined judgment there Is something intrinsical
ly unpoetical In the mad to which It is devoted, the prais
es of revel and sensuality. . . * Lord Byron’s Manfred is 
In parts intensely poetical) yet the delicate mind natural
ly shrinks from the spirit which here and there rewale 
itself, and the basis on which the drama is built. From a 
perusal of it we should infer, according to the above the
ory, that there was right and fine feeling is the poet’s 
Bind, but that the central mad consistent character was 
wanting. From the Mstory of M s  life we know this to 
be the fact. The connexion between want of the religious 
principle and between want of poetical feeling, ie seen in 
the instances of Hum© and Gibbon, who had radically unpoet- 
ical minds. Rousseau, it nay be supposed, is an exception 
to our doctrine. Lucretius, too, had great poetical geniusj 
but his work evinces that his miserable philosophy was rather 
the result of a bewildered judgment than a corrupt heart.*4

The above criticism, written by H w m m  at the age ©f twenty- 

eight, stressing the dependence of M g h  poetical achievement upon

* IMd., j,13 21
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moral standards, welcome as they would be to those who teach that 

art must appeal to the good and the true as well as to the beautiful, 

do not shew the breadth of view of those principles enunciated by 

Newman wham, past middle age and rector of the proposed Catholic 

Univ reity of Dublin, be taught the nature and meaning of litera

ture.

Be recognised the greet genius of Rousseau, Voltaire, Ra

belais, La Fontaine, Ariesto without considering these authors ex

ceptions to his literary doctrines, as was the ease with Rousseau 

in the earlier treatise.

These ere hut specimens of the general character of 
secular literature, whatever be the people to whom it be
longs. One literature may be better than another, but bad 
will be the best, when weighed in the balance of truth and 
morality. * * . Man1# work will savour of seni in hi® ele
ments and powers excellent and admirable, but prone to dis
order and excess, to error and to sin. Such too will be 
his literatures it will have the beauty end the fierceness, 
the sweetness and the rankness, of the natural man, and, 
with all its richness and greatness, will necessarily of
fend the senses of tbofce who, in the Apostle's words, are 
really 1exercised to discern between good and evil,*16

Thus one sees that Menace recognizes ae great, those authors 

who, though possibly of questionable life themselves or atheistical 

or immoral in their writings, yet have something to say and know bow 

to say it. Comparing Newman with certain other great critics in 

this respect Barry saysi

IS. Idea of a Salversit?. 316
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Various great critics, among whom Carlyle is notable, 
have Insisted that writers of genius cannot be themselves 
base at heart. Newman would have replied by distinguish
ing between moral excellence, mental depth and the gift 
of expression,

, i • <
Great as is the latitude that Newman gives to literature to 

interpret life as it is, his own personal holiness prompts him to 

admire only that which Is morally good. Father Ryder says of him:

In the legions of poetry and fiction I hardly think he 
admired anything the tendency of which he did not regard 
as making for righteousness. At least this was more near
ly the case with him than with any one else I have ever 
known, and It is a tremendous confession to make in an 
age which believes that art Is its own justification.3-7

Thus in a letter written by Algernon C. Swinburne to Sir Ed

mund Gosse is revealed

. . .  bow nettled the poet was by a criticism made by New
man, also In a private letter, on the ’ethical quality1 
pervading his poems $ bo nettled, in fact, that he gave 
vent to a number of remarks in the most execrable taste, 
as a relief to his wounded feelings.18

Newman ever admires and appreciates those great authors whose 

works are based on right principles of morality. For example, he

writesi
. :  « < '
. . .  there is in Shakespeare neither contempt of religion 
nor scepticism, and he upholds the broad laws of moral and 
divine truth with the consistency and severity of an 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Pindar. There is no mistaking in 
his works on which side lies the right; Satan is not made 16 17 18

16. William Barry, Cardinal Newman. 187.

17. Wilfrid Ward, 0£. cit., II, 566.

18. B. Tristram, “Lead, Kindly Light”, Dublin Review. 85-96, 
July, 53.



* here, nor Coin a victim,but pride le pride, end rise 
ie Tice, and, whatever indulgence he may allow himself 
in light thoughts or unseemly words, yet his admiration 
is reserved for sanctity and truth. Fro® the second chief 
fault of Literature, as indeed ay last words imply, he is 
not so free) but, often as he may offend against modesty, 
he Is clear of a worse charge, sensuality, and hardly e 
passage can he instanced In all that he has written to 
seduce the imagination or to excite the passions.!#

Literature and Youth

Since lawman agrees that the function of literature is to 

interpret human experience, end that experience, the result of a 

free will prune to evil, frequently includes the portrayal of sla, 

the question might be asked Would Newman advise that world lit

erature, as It ie, with its reference to sin, be reed by those who 

aspire to right moral conduct, or be included in a course of educa

tion in our Catholic institutions of higher learning? He answers 
in this manners

. . .  we should be shrinking from our plain duty. . . did we 
leave out Literature from Education. For why do we educate, 
except to prepare for the world?. . . Will it be much matter 
in the world to come whether our bodily health or whether 
our intellectual strength was more or less, except of course 
as this world is in a n  its circumstances a trial for the 
next? Prescribe (I do sot merely say particular authors, 
particular works, particular passages) but Secular Literature 
as sushi cut out from your class books all broad manifesta
tions of the natural nani and those manifestation* ore wait
ing for your pupil’s benefit at the very doors of your lec
ture room in living and breathing substance. Ttmy will newt 
him there in all the charm of novelty, and all the fascina
tion of genius or of amiableness. To-day a pupil, to-morrow 
a member of the great world* to-day confined to the U v e a  of 19

19. Idea of a University. 518.
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Salats, to-morrow thrown upon Babel; —  thrown on 
Babel, , . without may rule given him for discriminating 
♦the precious from the vile’ . . . You have refused him 
the masters of human thought . . .  who are the etamiard 
of their mother tongue, and the pride and boast of their 
countrymen, Homer, Ariosto, Cervantes, Shakespeare, be
cause the old Adam smelt rank in them . . . the Church’s 
true policy is not to aim at the exclusion of Literature 
from Secular Schools, but at her own admission into them 
• • • ker principle is the same throughout* not to pro
hibit truth of any kind, but to see that no doctrine pass 
under the name of Truth but those which claim it rightfully ,

Thus Newman argues that literature will be the expression 

of man’s sin if it portrays man. It is understood that higher edu

cation is not a requisite for the life to come, but if the young 

are to be prepared for a successful life in this world, literature 

should net be excluded from their education.21 Although he real

izes that revealed truth enters into the province of literature,22 

Christianity "has not changed the characters of hia [man’s)mind or 
of hie history.*2®

Newman shows into what channels he would turn the Catholic 

writers of his day. With full realization of the inter-relation of

20. lag. Idga o£ &

21. Ibid.. 252. 

22* IM&., 72.

25. Ibid., 228.

232-254,
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education and literature

• « • 5tee of the special objects which *  CathoMe Hot- 
verity would promote is that of the formation of a 
Catholic Literature in the BngMsh larnguageT8*

*  inglieh Catholic literature Newman does not mean a re- 

ligioue literatur e . N e i t h e r  does be desire to ecsmy the impression 

that he would have it include toe pure sciences, strictly speaking.

15 There is a© crying-demand, no imperative necessity for cur acquiai- 

Uistt of a Catholic Stolid or a Getfeolid Newton.”86 Nor does he de

lude hie readers into thinking that it is possible to create an Zhg- 

lieh Catholic classical literature, as he believes that the age of 

the production of togllah classic may be passing away, and that the 

Naglish national literature as formed is definitely Protestant, Un

desirable as is the fact that 8*gUah literature is Protestant, com

paring Saglisb literature with that of other nations, Newman believes 

that English Catholics have much to be grateful for in so far as the 

& g U a h  literary classics are for the most part neither irreligious 

immoral.^ Newman does net understand ty Catholic literature

• • • e  literature which treats exclusively tar primarily of
4oetrl“ ' * - * * " « * •  24 25 26 27 28», or politics)

hat according to Newman a  Catholic Uterature would include "ell

24. Ibid.. 295.

25. Ibid.. 296.

26. Ibid., m .

27. Ibid.. 307-566

28. Ibid.. 296.
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subjects of literature wtotevw, treated ea a Catholic a e u M  treat 

teen, as# m i  be o m y  os® treat men#

Si.aoe the national language has been formed and ito great 

eias3i.ee probably written, bewean salts* toe folio*lag modest appeal 

to M e  eo-religioelstei

Catbollee m a t  do ea their neighbours* they sost be eon- 
tent to serve their generation, to promote the totems to of 
religion, to reeaeeewl treto, end to edify their brethren to
day, though their name* ere to have little weight, and their 
works ere not to last swob beyond ttonselves.*'

M e  remedy far eMstiag U t a m y  evils fell**# that method 

whleh he beautifully deaerlb s as that of M s  beloved Salat Philip 

s h m  he saw that

s * • the suaiesr sun of civilisation was bringing into leaf 
and flower a thjusand forms of luaurious amjoyeent ,  » ,  per- 
eeived Until toe mlaoblaf was to to net, not with orguasat ♦ • • 
not with pretests ami warnings « , • tot by means of the greet 
eoaatnr-fasatotttiaa of parity end tooth » • * « « * • * • * •  * 
He preferred to yield to the stream, aed direst toe current, 
which he OfJttld not stop, of aoiemee, literature, art, and fash
ion, and to sweeten and to eanstlfy «hat Cod had made very good 
and eee tod spoilt.8! *

*•* & £ & 2 l k  
SO. Ibid.. 500.

31 Ibid., 235



CHAPTER VI

H M A H  AS A CRITIC OP POETRY

m m . al rnsmmiA

Much of Newman’s criticise of poetry is based on princi

ples laid down by Aristotle. Early in life be took an Interest 

in Greek literature. That the Greek heroes made a profound im

pression on him in his boyhood is evident fro® a fact told in a 

letter to a friend regarding the intense shyness he felt in 

preaching. He appears to have found comfort in the fact that 

Ulysses had a similar experience.

Proa a child a description of Ulysses1 eloquence 
in the "Iliad* seised sy imagination and touched my 
heart. "When he began he looked like a fool,"
This is the only way in which I have done anything.1

According to Ward, Newman’s special favorites of clas

sical poetry were the "’Odyssey*, the ’Georgies’, the ’Prometheus’ 

of AEschylusj airipides rather than Sophocles attracted him, especi 
ally the ’Aloestis*.^

Newman’s finely discriminating mind easily recognized the 

exceptional merit of the Greek tragedies. He read Aristotle’s

critically and wrote a valuable treatise in which he dis

cusses the merits of the Greek drama, states Aristotle’s doctrines

1. Wilfrid Ward, o£. oit.. II, 556. 

. Ibid.. 556.2
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in general, end illustrates then by numerous example® from the 

works of recent writers.

Although Newman ever appears to have high regard for a 

“genius so curious, so penetrating, so fertile, so analytical as 

Aristotle*s,»* 4 5 he does not slavishly adopt all the views of the 

great philosopher. Be points out what he considers a defect in 

Aristotle*a teaching of the chief condition of excellence of trag

edy* vis., that the excellence of a tragedy depends upon its plot. 

Newman agrees that the statement is "abstractedly true" and that 

Aristotle»s "treatise is throughout interesting and valuable*. 

However he says, that it is one thing "to form the beau ideal of 

a tragedy on scientific principlesj another to point out the ac

tual beauty of a particular school of dramatic composition.*4 

Thus we find In Newman*e treatise "some speculations" of his own 

"on Greek Tragedy, and on Poetry in general, as suggested by the 

doctrine of Aristotle on the subject.*®

Merits s'£. Qreefc Drama

To one who delights in the beauties of Greek tragedy, the

question naturally arises, "In what does the excellence of the
- /

Greek tragedy consist?" Newman has clearly set forth the reasons 

for the "extended and lasting celebrity" of the Greek dram.

*• Zb& idea of &  University. 53.

4. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle«s Poetics." 
Essays. Critical and Historical. I, 1.

5. Ibid.. 1.
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Thai tiie chars off Greek Tragedy doe# not ordinarily 
w U e  Aran ooienUfio aerrsetaess «f plot, is sartate aa 
a natter «f fact. , , • la the piiye of Aesahyiue it i# 
always wla^is and inartificial, in f e w  eat af the s e w n  
6fees* is hardly any plot at elij and, thong% it is of 
• w i  prosiaest iapwtsmeo la these of Sophocles, yet m m  
here the Oedipus at Q&lmm is a sere series of insideots, 
and the Ajax a union of tee separate subjects* while in 
the Pbii.eetetee, wMefe is ep^weatay busy, the eireua- 
stwiaes of the action are but slightly eooaeeted with the 
timmmmt* The eerelaeeasss of hutiyide* is the eeastrua- 
tise of M s  piste ie well irnoes.® .

Mmmm  sites map additional lastaases in support of M s  

statmuskt that, the s t e m  of the Greek erase does not depend pri» 

eerily upon M e t  dewispmet,

«e says that it is in •tbs ohunsters, esRtieenta, and die- 

Mae, that the actual w r i t  and poetry of tbs ©oapositiea are found."7 

On# suet agree with Ummm that tbs reader is pleased chiefly by the 
"ewjuieite delineation* of the ohw aster* of Antigua* end Oedipus in 

the QsM&m Solsmts." particularly ie their Interview with Mynloes, 
s«d the various deeeriptiaas of the scene itself a M o b  tbs (home 

furnish#*,

Shawm shews that tbs great char* of the Greek d r a w  rests 

aa something above the inoldeet* tbeaeeiveo. Of the Greek arena, be 

says I ‘

It was a pure recreation of the laagiaatlsa, revelling
without object er waning beyond its own
Gods, heroes, kings, and. Saeee, s a w  and retires they

6, ibid.. U,
7. IbldT. 8.

8. 5.
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*sy have a  good reason for appearing —  ttoy may have a 
very poor one$ whatever it is, still we have no right to 
ask for it§ tile question is inpertinent. Let us listen to 
their harmonious and aajeatie language, to the voices of 
sorrow, joy, compassion, or religious emotion — - to the 
animated odes of the chorus. Why interrupt so transcen
dent a display of poetical groins by inquiries degrading 
It to the level of every-day events, and implying incom
pleteness in the action till a catastrophe arrives? The 
▼«ry spirit of beauty breathes through every part of the 
composition. We may liken the Greek drama to the music 
of the Italian school} in which the wonder is, how so 
much richness of invention in detail man be accommodated 
to a style so simple and uniform. Eaeh 1s the development 
of grace, fancy, pathos, end taste in the respective media 
of representation and sound.y

Rot only does Newman criticise Aristotle1s views on the 

Greek drama, he also questions "the sufficiency of the rules of Aris

totle for the production of dramas of the highest order*®9 10 To ex

plain M s  views, he compares three tragedies, the Agamemnon, the 

2sSla4E*«^ the iftaohae. one of eaeh of the tragic poets.

Of the three, the Oedipus Trrannup is perhaps the most perfect 

la Plot, Newman agrees with critics 1 * 0  consider it *a specimen of 

judgment and skill in the selection and combination of the incidents." 

But although the character of Oedipus is finely drawn, and the tragedy 

in point of plot Is a "masterly composition”, be proves that it is 

not a drama of the highest order.

Be points out that la Agamemnon, '

* * , the very simplicity of the fable constitutes its es
pecial beauty. The death of Agamemnon is intimated at first —  
it is accomplished at last} throughout we find but the growing

9. Ibid.. 4.

10, Ibid.. 6,
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in volume and Intensity of one and the seuae note —  it 
is a working up of one musical ground, by figure and 
imitation, into the richness of combined harmony.11

In like manner, Newman shows the "richness and sublimity” 

of the Mccbae. notwithstanding the simplicity of its action. Of 
it be sayai

So delicately balanced is the action along the verge 
of the sublime and grotesque, that it is both solemn and 
humorous, without violence to the propriety of1the compo- .

This play is on the whole the most favourable specimen 
of the genius of Euripides —  not breathing the sweet com
posure, the melodious fulness, the majesty and grace of 
Sophocles; nor rudely and overpoweringly tragic as Aes
chylus; but brilliant, versatile, imaginative, as well as 
deeply pathetic.11 12 13

Newman sees in the Agamemnon * and the Bacchae "two dramas 

of extreme poetical power, but deficient in skillfulness of plot".15 

Be asks * Are they on that account to be rated below the Oedipus, 

which, in spite of its mazy beauties, has not even a share of the 

richness and sublimity of either?* He insists that even though Aris

totle may have intended"to delineate the outward framework most suit

able to the reception of the spirit of poetry itself", still he lays 

too much stress upon the artificial part. Newman concedes that 

"Perhaps it is hardly fair to Judge of Aristotle’s sentiments by the

11. Ibid.. 6.

12. Ibid.. 6.

13. Ibid.. 7.

/
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fragment of his work which has come down to us."14

Newman Justifies his criticism of Aristotle by observing:

Some confirmation of the Judgment we have ventured 
to pass on the greatest of analytical philosophers, is 
the account he gives of the source of poetical pleasure; 
which he almost identifies with a gratification of the 
reasoning faculty, placing it in the satisfaction de
rived from recognising in fiction a resemblance to the 
realities of life —  . . . The epeetatore are led to 
recognise and to syllogise what each thing is.16

Mewman re-emphaslees his criticism of Aristotle years later 

when in his essay Mteret.ur* he declares "that much of Aristotle‘s 

work approaches In character to mere science.*16

Mresasat 2l& Aristotle '

Having criticized Aristotle for being too scientific In his 

criticism of the Greek tragedy, Mewman explains and Illustrates the

great pMlosoph r*s general doctrine of the nature of poetry —  a 

doctrine which he holds "to be most true and philosophical."

Be agrees with Aristotle that "Poetry . . .  is a represen
tation of the ideal."

Biography and history represent individual characters 
and actual facts; poetry, on the contrary, generalizing 
from the phenomenon of nature and life, supplies us with 
pictures drawn, not after an existing pattern, but after 
a creation of the mind.17 14 15 16 17

14. Ibid.. 7.

15. Ibid.. 8.

16. Idas qI  a University. 275.

17. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle»s Poetics." 
Baagg* Critical and Historical. I, 9.
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Newman thinks of the poetical mind as "erne full of the

eternal forms of beauty and perfection} these are its material

of thought, its instrument and medium of observation, —  these

colour each object to which it directs its view.*18
To this rich mind, he would grant full liberty in the

use of figurative language in its attempt to give expression to

the beauty within, nils thought is discussed not only in his

treatise on Poetry, but also In the essay, *Literature.”

. . . the elocution of a great intellect is great.
His language expresses, not only his great thoughts, 
but his great self. Certainly he might use fewer 
words than he uses; but he fertilizes hie simplest 
ideas, and germinates into a multitude of details, 
and prolongs the march of his sentences, and sweeps 
round to the full diapason of his harmony, . . .  1 
say, a narrow critic will call it verbiage, when 
really it is a sort of fulness of heart, parallel to 
that which makes the merry bey whistle as he walks, 
or the strong man, like the smith in the novel, flour
ish his club when there is no one to fight with.19

Newman cites two instances in Shakespeare, out of many, to

show how the great poet expands a simple idea.

Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased,
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow,
Rase out the written troubles of the brain,
And, with some sweet oblivious antidote,
Cleanse the foul bosom of that perilous stuff,
Which weighs upon the heart?18 19 20

18. Ibid.. 10.

19. idsa of &  M -22L?A&* 280.

£0. Ibid.. £80.



Tia not alone ray inky cloak, good mother,
Kor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy susptration of forced breath.
Ho, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Hor the defected haviour of the visage.
Together with all forms, modes, shows of grief,
That can denote me truly,21
Newman shows how Aristotle’s general principles may be 

applied to different phases of poetic expression.

Criticism of M o d e m  Soots

Description, narration, writings dealing with character, 

opinions, feelings, manners, customs, etc, may or may not be 

poetry. In testing many writers in the light of Aristotle’s doc

trine, Newman lias furnished much worth-while criticism. One cam 

see wherein the best writers have exemplified principles laid down 

hy the great philosopher, and wherein writers of lesser achieve
ment have failed.

Newman shows that it fe not merely the verse that makes 

poetry* it is rather a creative Imagination.

Nmpedoolee wrote hie physics in verse, and Dppian 
his history of animals, Neither were poets— the one 
wae an historian of -attire, the other a sort of biogra
pher of brutes. Yet a poet may make natural history or 
philosophy the material of his composition. But under 
his hands they are no longer a bare collection of facts '
or principles, but are painted with & meaning, be-uty 
and h  naonious order not their own . . . .  In L ’Allegro 
and H  penseroso the poetical r&gglcian Invests the 
comrooneets scenes of a country life with the hues, first
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of a cheerful, then of a penalve Imagination.88

Descriptions of the most common things say be made poetic. 

j.a pastoral poetry rustles, agriculture, and cattle are described, 

but “softened off ami corrected from the rude health of nature. *25 

However this Idealization must not be exaggerated.

Virgil, and much more Pope and others, have run Into 
the fault of colouring too highly $ Instead of drawing 
generalised and Ideal forms of shepherds, they have 
given us pictures of gentlemen and beaux.8*

la bringing out the difference between poetical and his

torical narrative, Kewman contrasts two descriptions of the*prof- 

Hgate times of Charles II, • Peverll of the Peak, with Br suable tv e 

M S £ .  Whereas the latter has the "fidelity of history, Salter 

Scott»s picture is the hideous reality, unintentionally softened 

and decorated by the poetry of his own mind."25

Seaman believes that character la made poetical in the same 
manner as narration.

The writer draws indeed from experience# but unnatural 
peculiarities are laid aside, and harsh contrasts recon
ciled. If it be said, the fidelity of tbs imitation is 
often its greatest merit, we have only to reply, that in 
such oases the pleasure is not poetical, but consists in 
the mere recognition. ............. ...................

Let it not be said that our doctrine is adverse to 
that individuality in the delineation of character, which 22 * 24

22. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle's Poetics."
SSSflOL. Critical and Historical. I, IK.

25. Ibid.. 12.

24. Ibid.. 12.

2s * Ibid.. 15.
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is  a p rin cip al eharm of f ic t io n . . .  . Nor does I t  
exclude the Introductl n of Imperfect or odious char
a c te rs .2^

He shows how Lady Macbeth, though steeped In s in , f i t s

Into an a r t is t ic  creations

. . .  the conception of one deeply learned In the 
poetical a r t . She is  polluted with the most heinous 
crimes, and meets the fa te  she deserves. Yet there Is  
nothing in the picture to offend the ta ste , and much 
to feed the Imagination. 27

In showing how opinions, fe e lin g s , manners, and customs 
are made p o e tic a l, Newman pays tribute to the delicacy or splendor 
with which certain short poems are expressed. He mentions that in 
the ode, elegy, sonnet, and ballad , "a sin gle  Idea, perhaps, or 
fam ilia r occurrence. Is  invested by the poet with pathos or dig

n i t y .1*28 As examples, he c ite s  among others the ballad of Old Robin 
Gray, Lord Byron’ s Hebrew Melody, Cowper’ s Lines on his Mother’ s 
P ictu re, and M ilton’ s Sonnet on hie Blindness. For a "more exalted  
and splendid style" In which fe e lin g s , manners, and customs are ex

pressed, he praises Gray’ s Bard, and M ilton’ s Hymn on the N a tiv ity , 
in w: ich , he says, “ fa c t s , with which every one Is  fa m ilia r .

26* Ibid.. 15. 

27* Ibid.. 16. 

28* Ibid.. 16.
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are made ty the colouring of & poetical imagination.
That philosophy may be made poetical, is likewise die* 

cussed by Newman. He says*

Our greatest masters . . . have subjected meta
physics to their art. In Hamlet, Macbeth, Richard, 
and Othello, the philosophy of mind is but the mate
rial of the poet. These pers nages are ideal; they 
are effects of the contact of a given internal char
acter with given outward circumstances, the results 
of combined conditions determining (so to say) a _ 
moral curve of original and inimitable properties.30

In this discussion Newman takes occasion to point out cer

tain merits in a work for which he ever had a high regard, viz., 

Crab be* s Tales of the Hall. Although in msuch of this work there is 

a lack of refinement, still there la evidence in it of marked po

etical ability. The philosophical phase of "action and reaction 

of two minds upon each other and upon the world around them" is of 

much interest to Newman. He singles out the fourth book, which 

"for variety of thought as well as fidelity of description is in 

our judgment beyond praise."33- Modern critics would probably dis

agree with this last criticism. However, one must admit that this 

criticism shows on the part of the critic an appreciation for 

beauty that exists even in spite of defects.

In Newman,s discussion of philosophy of mind as subservient 

to poetry one finds a severe but true criticism of Byron. He notes

29. m i., 17

30. Ibid.. 18

51, IMd., 18
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a lack o f unity between character and plot In ISyron's poems.

For example, there are inconsistencies In the character of the 

Corsair. However tills Is not the most serious defect.

The gra^d fault Is, that whether It be natural or 
not, we are obliged to accept the author's word for 
the fidelity of his portrait. Se are told, not shown, 
wh&t the hero was. There is nothing In the plot which 
results from his peculiar formation of mind. An every
day bravo might equally well have satisfied the re
quirements of the action. Chtlde Harold, again, If he 
Is anything, is a being professedly Isolated from the 
world, and uninfluenced by it. . . . Byr n had very 
little versatility or elasticity of genius? he did not 
know how to make poetry out of existing materials. Re 
declaims in hie own way, and has the upper hand as long 
as ha is allowed to go on? but if interrogated on prin
ciples of nature and good sense, he is at once put out 
and brought to a stand.32

Any student of Creek literature would agree with most of 

Newman's criticism of Aristotle. Newman does not apparently re— 

£^rd Aristotle's belief in the necessary connection of poetry 

and fiction as a delusion, as S&intsbury, for example, would be

lieve.32 33 34 Newman says, "Fidelity ie the primary merit of biogra

phy and history? the essence of poetry Is fiction."3* With care

ful discrimination, however, Newman disagrees with Aristotle in 

placing the source of poetical pleasure "In the satisfaction de

rived from recognizing In fiction a resemblance to the realities.

32. Ibid.. 19.

33. George Saintsbury. 4  history of Criticism and Literary 
Saa.tft lurone. I, 194.

34. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle's Poetics." 
MM£1> grijiS.:.! ffid Historical. I, 9.
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of life.“35

tihen writing M s  Axologla. many years after the publi

cation of the article on "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle1*

Poetics,* Newman made the following criticism!
• • '• It certainly omits one of the essential conditions of 
the idea of Poetry, its relation to the affections,—  and 
that, in consequence, . . .  of confuting the function and 
aim of Poetry with its foraal object . . . .  Poetry may be 
considered to be the gift of mowing the affections throw* 
the imagination, and Its object to be the beautiful.36

1he study of Newman's criticisms and illustrations of 

Aristotles doctrines increases one’s respect for Newman's knowl

edge and appreciation of classic literature. like Arnold, Newman
* ’

has high regard for Aristotle's assignations of the "grand vir

tues of poetry*37 One sees his ability to detect the merits and 

defects in the literary criticism of the greatest of the Greek 

critics, and also to criticize modern authors in the light of the 

basic principles formulated by Aristotle. One feels that Newman 

has breathed "the special purity, elasticity, clearness, and sa

lubrity of the air of Attica,"36 and M s  reader, also longs to be 

nurtured with the culture of what Newman call* "the first most 

celebrated hose of European civilisation . . .  the britfit and 

beautiful Athene.*39 Altoug* Newman himself implies that M e

35. ifeU,, 9, , :
36. Ibid.. 29.
37. Matthew Arnold, "The Study of Poetry,” Essays in

Criticism. 295. *

38. Idea of a University, (O'Connell Edition), 476. -
39. Ibid.. 474.



criticism of poetry is defective, the reader of hie essay on 

"Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle's Poetics" must admit that 

in that essay alone he gives evidence of knowledge of the best 

in the world's literature and "an earnest endeavor to propagate 
it."



CHAPTER VIZ

P i p m  AS A CBITIC OF PROSE 

MSM2& a Mggter a£ fiC2»

Neman is unrivalled as a Master of prose, Mr. William J. 

Long says of bias "On the whole he comes nearer than any other 

writer of his age to our ideal of a perfect prose writer."! in 

many Saglisb text hooks selections from Newman are given as mod

els of prose style. Although lawman knew that the Qaglleh alas- 

aics were written long before his time and that the English 

language was definitely formed, modern writers regard M s  work 

as classic and accredit him with helping to perfect the language.

A fairly clear idea of Newman's conception of the func

tion of r-rose might be deduced from an explanation he made of 

M b own query i “Shat are we doing all through life, both as a 

necessity and as a duty, but unlearning the world's poetry, and 

attaining to its prose!"2 His use of the word "attaining" is 

significant. It leads one to assume that to Newman, prose as a 

vehicle of expression, supplies tine needs of a developed language 

in a way that cannot be achieved by poetry. In connection -with 1 2

1. William J, Long, Shallsh literature. 56.

2. idea of & MjgSCa&iTt S31.
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his query he describes the random gestures of the Infest when it 

first beholds objects.

The Utile babe stretches out bis eras and fingers, 
as if to grasp or to fathom the many-coloured vision* 
and thus he gradually learns the connexion of part with 
part, separates what wives fro* what is stationary. . . 
and thus gradually converts a ealidoscoiie [sic] into a 
picture.5

Neman further discusses the result of training the intellect.

I say, that one main portion of intellectual edu
cation, . . .  is to remove the original dimness of the 
mind’s eye* . . .  to give the mind clearness, accuracy, 
precision* to enable it to use words aright, . . .  to 
conceive justly what it thinks about, to abstract, com
pare, analyse, divide, define, and reason, correctly. . .
The instruction given him, of whatever kind* if it be re
ally instruction, is mainly, or at least prominently, 
this, —  a discipline in accuracy of mind.*

One might, infer from Bowman’s analogy that he believes that 

prose as a medium of expression brings to a language new opportuni

ties for “clearness, accuracy, precision”, definition, and mental 

discipline.

Newman is critical of prose. He expects accuracy and finish. 

His own finished style did not come without effort. Like Shan?soman 

he was obliged to revise his writings many times before he had ex

pressed exactly the shad® of meaning intended. He frequently refers 

to the number of revisions he was obliged to make.

5. Ibid., 531. 
4, Ibid.. 332
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And /st hie works present such ease and grace that M s  reader gets 

the impression that writing m a t  have been to hi* an easy and 

delightful exercise.

Uixastfe a£ £-^£2.

The most extensive criticism of any individual author found 

In Semen is M s  criticism of Cicero. Ifcnt pleasure it east hmm 
been to Hewan to describe the beauty and excellence of the writing 

of the one when fee acknowledged to be his "only master of style” Is 

His criticism of Cicero is not superficial. Hie appreciation and 

regard are expressed after years of close study and imitation.
Excellent criticism of Cicero is contained In the sketch 

entitled "Marcus Tullius Gie.ro,” In this sketch, Neman narrates 

the chief events in the life of Cicero, states M s  literary position 

and ala, and criticises as to matter rod style M s  philosophical 

writings, M s  letters, Mstoricul and poetical compositions, and bis 

orations. He does not confound Cicero's authority es m  author with 

his vacillation as a -statesman. Regarding Cicero's* weakness in public 

affairs, Newman declares, "Cicero was deficient, not in honesty, but 

in moral courage."6 He says he would willingly

M  M iters agd SmatSSS^SSS&» n » 427 •

6. Bjj&S£l2S± §&&£&£§,, 1, H£7.
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. . . pass over M s  public life altogether} for he was 
as little of a great statesman as of a great commander.
His merits are of another kind and in a higher order of 
excellence. Antiquity may be challenged to produce a 
man more virtuous, more perfectly amiable than Cicero.7

Undoubtedly it was Newman*e sympathetic understanding of Cicero*e 

difficulties and admiration for him in his private life, added to 

years of close study, that enabled him to write hie appreciative 

criticism of the one whom he considers "the greatest master of com

position that the world has ever seen.*8

No attempt bed been made before the time of Cicero to use 

the Latin tongue for philosophical subjects. Neuman admires Cicero*s 

devotion to study and the energy which enabled M m  to write and im

prove his mind during time ordinarily given to amusement and rest; 

and be has the greatest praise for the seal and perseverance shown 

by Cicero in overcoming the difficulties of the Latin language end 

finally adopting its use for philosophical subjects.9

Cicero felt an ambition "to inspire M s  countrymen with a 

taste for literature and science.*10 He appears to have an ulte

rior motive in adopting the teachings of the philosophy of FMlo. 

Newman believes that in using the system of FMlo, Cicero

. . .  w e  strongly influenced by the freedom of thought 
and reasoning which it allowed to M s  literacy works, 
the liberty of illustrating the principles and doctrines,

7. Ibid.. 286.

8. Ibid.. 297.

9. Ibid.. 261-262.

Ibid.. 275.10.
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the strong and weak parts, of every Grecian school.11

One sees in Newman*s inquiry into Cicero’s motives one of 

the characteristic traits of a thorough and appreciative critic, 

emphasis upon the author’s purpose in writing. It is not sur

prising to see that in most of Newman’s criticisms of Cicero, he 

endeavors to show how the great master of prose style succeeded 

In accomplishing what he intended to do.

Newman praises Cicero’s use of dialogue, his skill in 

adapting the form of the dialogue to the nature of the subject, 

and the beauty of execution. The praise of Cicero’s dialogues 

from a literary point of view shows such a fine appreciation on 

the part of Newman, that a few passage* might be quoted.

It were idle to enlarge upon the beauty, richness, 
and taste of compositions which have been the admira
tion of every age and country. . . . The majesty end 
splendour of his introductions, which generally ad
dress themselves to the passions or the imagination,
. . .  the clearness and terseness of hie statements 
on abstract points, the grace of his illustrations,
. . .  lastly, the melody and fulness of his style, 
unite to throw a charm round his writings peculiar 
to themselves.* 12

In addition to the praise which Newman gives to Cicero’s 

dialogues in a general way, he furnishes excellent criticisms of 

special treatises. ,

U .  Ibid.. 276.

12. Ibid.. 277.
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The £e Oratore. given in the form of a dialogue, presents 

the principles and rules of the art of rhetoric. According to our 

critic, it is "the most finished perhaps of Cicero*a compositions.

An air of grandeur and magnificence reigns throughout."15

The treatise "Eg, Legibus” receives censure rather than 

praise. Newman explains the contents of the treatise at some 

length. He remarks that "in no part of his writings do worse in

stances occur, than in this treatise of that vanity which was noto

riously his weakness."1*

Of the fie finlbus. in which Cicero explains the views of the 

Epicureans, Stoics, and Peripatetics on the subject of the chief 

good, Newman says# "The general style of the treatise is elegant 

and perspicuous; and the last book in particular has great variety 

and splendour of diction."16

Newman finds much beauty in the £e Sahara Deorum.

The eloquent extravagance of the Epicurean, the sol
emn enthusiasm of the Stoic, and the brilliant raillery 
of the Academic, are contrasted with extreme vivacity 
and humour; —  while the sublimity of the subject itself 
Imparts to the whole composition a grander and more ele
vated character, and discovers in the author imaginative 
powers, which, celebrated as he justly is for playfulness 
of fancy, might yet appear more the talent of the poet 
than the orator.16

15. im-, 281

14. i m - 284

15. M m 288

16. Ibid.. 287
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Newmsn believes that the opening of fig. Amlcltla. “is as 

exquisite an instance of delicacy and taste in composition as 

can he found in his works,*17

Cicero’s historical works were lost. Newman questions 

their literary value. Be doubts if Cicero possessed the "deep 

end condensed thoughts and the grasp of facte and events which 

are the chief excellences of historical composition,”!8

Seaman has such praise for Cicero’s orations. Be points 

out, however, that Cicero is not so successful in debate or in

vective as in pleading or in panegyric. The Cat&linariana and 

Philippics, although eloquent, frequently use language of abuse.

On the other hand, the laudatory orations, such as those for the 

Manillas law, for Marcellas, for Ligartue, for Arehiae, and the 

ninth Philippic display both taste and beauty. In judicial elo

quence, in such speeches as those for Caeliue and Muraena and 

against Caecilius, Newman believes that Cicero’s talents show to 

beet advantage. Me explains how Cicero secures the desired ef- 

feet by e pleasing variety of allusions, descriptions, and other 

artifices so carefully concealed that the whole appears to be done

without effort, and shows that in his orations, Cicero generally/
has a well laid plan beneath the external effects.!9

!7. Ibid.. 288.

18. Ibid., 290.

19. Ibid.. 291-292
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SewEtan very much admires and frequently Imitates Cicero1*

method of making M e  meaning clear ty amplification. This de~

vice Newman calls the great art of Cicerot

. , . whether he is engaged in statement, argument, or 
raillery, he never ceases till be has exhausted the 
subject! going round about it, and placing it in every 
different light, yet without repetition to offend or 
weary the reader.80

It is not surprising that Newman should have highest 

praise for the prose style of the one whoa, above all others, he 

selected for bis master.

. . . it is by the invention of a style, which adapts 
itself with singular felicity to every class of subjects, 
whether lofty or familiar, philosophical or forensic, 
that Cicero answers even more exactly to hie own defi
nition of a perfect orator than fcy M s  plausibility, 
pathos, and brilliancy , . . . Among many excellences, 
the greatest is its suitableness to the genius of the 
Latin language;20 21 22

Newman defends Cicero against those who have condemned the

Asiatic character of M s  style "in comparison with the simplicity

of Attic writers, and the strength of Demosthenes.Hk2

. . . the Latin language is comparatively weak, scanty, 
and unmusical} and requires considerable skill and man
agement to reader it expressive and graceful. . . , 
from the vagueness and uncertainty of meaning which

20. “Poetry, with Inference to Aristotle*s Poetics.” 
Essays. Critical and Historical. I, 17.

21. "Marcus Tullius Cicero.” Hlj^prigajL l> 296•

22. Ibid.. 296.



characterises its separate words, to be perspicuous 
It must be full.*2

It is interesting to note that many years after writing 

his critical sketch of Cicero, Kewmen makes a similar defense of 

his great master. Comparing Cicero with Shakespeare, he main

tains that Cicero ie no more redundant than certain expanded pas

sages of Shakespeare, and that no lover of hakespare say 

fairly accuse Cicero of gargeousneco of phraseology or diffuse

ness of style. Her will any sound critic be tempted to do so.**4

Newman further defends Cicero’s style by showing that it 

was necessaxy in order to defend Roman greatness*

hie copious, majestic, musical flow of language* * * 
is never out of keeping with the occasion or with the 
speaker. . . .  Cicero vividly realised the status of a 
Roman senator and statesman, and the "pride of place” 
of Rome, . . .  is the acts of the Roman ruler or sol
dier represent to us, in a manner special to themselves, 
the characteristic magnanimity of the lords of the 
earth, so do the speeches or treatise# of her accom
plished orator baring it home to our imaginations as no 
other writing could do.* neither Livy, nor Tacitus, nor 
Terence, nor Seneca, nor Pliny, nor Quintilian, is an 
adequate spokesman for the Imperial City. They write 
Latin* Cicero writes Rcsaan.®6

Sympathy for the author, thorough acquaintance with his 

works, and fine discernment of their value mark Newman’s criticisms

$5. Intel.. 896.

84 lass. s£ A MX££§1&» 281 •
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of Cicero. It ie email wonder that Newman's pronouncement® on 

Cicero are considered important contributions to literary criti

cism.

Criticisms a£ Other Latin Writers

Newman frequently criticizes other Latin writers of prose, 

often comparing them unfavorably with Cicero. He notes that whereas 

Cicero*® finished style turns a hard and difficult language to best 

advantage, the style of those who, writing in Latin, have endeav

ored to attain Attic simplicity lacks ease and grace.

It was a singular want of judgment, an ignorance of 
the very principles of composition, which induced Brutus,
Calwe, Sallust, and others to imitate this torse and se
vere beauty in their own defective language, and even to 
pronounce toe opposite kind of diction deficient in taste 
and purity, . . . .  Terence ie celebrated for chaste and 
unadorned diction, yet, even he, compared with Attic 
writers, is flat and beany. . . . .  limit Limy, and much 
more Tacitus, have gained In energy, they have lost in 
lucidity and elegance; the correspondence of Brutus with 
Cicero ie forcible, indeed, but harsh and abrupt.*6

For the most pert, Newman has words of praise for the prose 

of the Age of Cicero, Of that period he says that the art of

eloquence

* * . was adorned by an assemblage of orators, which even 
Greece will find it tiiffieult to match. Of these Caesar, 
Cicero, Curio, Brutus, Cailius,Calvus, and Callidius, are 
the most celebrated. The talents, indeed, of Caesar were 
not more conspicuous in arms than in hie style, which was 
noted for its force and purity. Gaelics . . .  excelled in 
natural quickness, loftiness of sentiment, and politeness 26

26. Ibid.. £96.
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in attack} Brutus la philosophical gravity, though he 
sometimes Indulged himself la a warmer sad bolder 
style. Callldius wee delicate and harmonious} Curio 
bold and flowing} Calvue, from studied opposition to 
Cicero*s peculiarities, cold, cautious, and accurate 
. , , , In the Ciceronian age the general character 
of the oratory was dignified and graceful.27

Helmut deplores the decline in literary taste that took 

place und r the emperors. People became Impatient with the ease 

and grace of Cicero. Cassius Severue "introduced an acrimonious 

and virulent mode of pleading."28 So complete was the departure 

from the ideals of Cicero, that, "flippancy of attack, prettiness 

of expression, and glitter of decoration prevailed over the bold 

and manly eloquence of free Rome.*29 30

Years after writing the sketch of the life and works of 

Cioero Newman ably describee the lack of literary taste prevalent 

among those who wrote under the emperors.

It seems to me as if the sententious, epigrammatic 
style of writing, which set in with Seneca, and is seen 
at least as late as in the writings of St. Ambrose, ie 
an attempt to escape from the simplicity of Caesar and 
the majestic elocution of Cicero} while Tertulliem, with 
sore of genius than good sense, relieves himself la the 
harsh originality of hie provincial Latin.®0

27. Ibid.. 299.

28. Ibid.. 300,

29. Ibid.. 800.

30. Idea of a Ifaiversitar. 527.



Newman frequently eulogizes the style of certain English 

writer#. Of the style of Shakespeare, of the Protestant Bible 

end Prayer Book, of Swift, Pope, Gibbon, and Johnson, he eaysi

Even were the subject-matter without meaning, though 
in truth the style cannot really be abstracted from the 
sense, still the style would, on that supposition, re
main as perfect and original a work a# Euclid’s elements 
or a symphony- of Beethoven,®!

Be credits such masters of composition as Shakespeare, 

Milton, Pops, the writers of the Protestant Bible and Prayer Book, 

Booker, Addison, Swift, Herne and Goldsmith, with the making of the 

English language.51 52 Be speaks of »Swift and Addison, the most na

tive and natural of our writers, Hooker and Milton, the most 

elaborate.1,55

Even as a youth, Newman1# fins literary tests caused him to 

appreciate and imitate the best prose writers. Be seems to belong 

to that select minority which is ever fascinated by the works of 

gifted writers, Be must feel what he so well expresses*

Their style, using the word in a large sense, forcibly 
arrests the reader, and draws him on to Imitate it, by 
virtue of what is excellent in it, in spite of such defects 
ss, in common with all human works, it may contain. X ,

Criticises g£ Bngllah Pros* Writer*

51. Ibid.. 518.

52. Ibid.» 512. 

55. Ibid.. 514.
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suppose all of us will recognise this fascination.54

Although Mewman acknowledge® that Cicero is his model in 

prose, he dees not hesitate to express indebtedness to certain 

other writer®.

For myself when 1 was fourteen or fifteen, I imitated 
Addisons when I was seventeen, 1 wrote in tee style of 
Johnsons about the same time 1 fell in with the twelfth 
volume of Gibbon, and *y ears rang with tee cadence of 
his sentences, and I dreamed of it for a night or two. 
then 1 began to make m  analysis of Thucydides In Gib- 
boats style.SB

It is not surprising that lawman's sense of literary val

ues should enable him to recognise the ease, grace, and finish of 

Addison's prose.

Iho will not recognise in the Vision of Mirsa a 
delicacy and beauty of style which is very difficult 
to describe, but which is felt to be In exact correspond
ence to the ideas of which it is the expression?56

Apropos of Addison's exact expression, might be mentioned 

M s  great care in writing and his habit of revision. Seaman, whose 

matchless style is the result of laborious effort, fully under

stands and appreciates Addison's difficulties in writing and his 

artistic results.

Who exhibits such happy negligence as our own Addison? 
yet [sic] artistic fastidiousness was so notorious in M s  * 36

M .  Ibid.. 32K. 
26. Ibid.. S2S,
36. Ibid., 179.
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Instance that the report bee got abroad, truly or not, 
that he was too late In bis issue of an important 
state-pager, fro* hie habit of revision and re-eonpo- 
sitica.

According to Newman, Addison is the exponent of his day. 

He interprets life in Sagland for the period which resulted iron 

the Revolution. It is something more than educational advantages 

which has enabled Addison to write elastics.

Addison Is the child of tee Revolution and its 
attendant changes. . . . Addison * . . owed tbs vari
ety of Ids miter to M s  experience of life, and to 
the call made on hie resources by the exigencies of 
M s  day . The world he lived in made his and used him.
While hie writings educated hie own generation, they . 
have delineated it for all posterity after his.* 58

In a comparison between Cicero and Addison, there is an 

implied criticism of writers who succeeded Addison.

We have before compared Cicero to Addison as re
gards tee purpose of inspiring their respective coun
tryman with literary taste. They resembled each other 
in the return they experienced.58

Criticism of Fiction

Newman gives several good criticisms of work* of fiction. 

The fiction that he read appears to tee teat which had sene message 

for him. For purely light reading he ted neither time near incli

nation. »Aa to ay reeding light hooka, I think it all fudge,” 40

87. Ibid.. 284.

58. Ibid.. $18,

m, “Marcus Tullius Cicero*. Hlatorical Sketches.. I, 500. 

40. Wilfrid Ward, clt.. II, 608.
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he writes to U s e  Holmes.

Newman bed a life-long devotion to Sir welter Scott*

He frequently discusses the purely literary merit of Scott’s 

work, for example, describing toe mutual relationship between

character and plot, explaining bow given cirounatancee acting 

upon a certain character help to develop that character, and bow 

a character helps to shape a plot, he cites toe Waverly Novels 
ae illustration*

One striking peculiarity of these tales is the 
author’s practice of describing a group of characters 
bearing the asune general features of mind, and Disced 
in the sane general circumstances? yet so contrasted 
with each other in minute differences of mental con
stitution, that each diverges fro® the common start
ing-point into a path peculiar to himself. The brother
hood of villains la Kenilworth, of knights in Ivanhoe, 
and of enthusiast® in Old Mortality, are instances of 
this. <H

In like manor he describes Scott’s picture of tbs times

of Charles II, as shown in L! of the Peak. Although the

count gives the "hideous reality," it is "unintentionally softened

and decorated lay the poetry of his own mind."42
No doubt it Is that "centre" of "chivalrous honour"43 

which seeds Its rays through all of Scott’s works, that forms * 48

41. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle’s Poetics". 
haaara. Critical and Historical. I, 19.

48. Ibid.. 15.

48. X M d .. 28.
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the underlying secret of Henman's life-long attraction to Scott,

llte following letter gives a clear Idea of the affection

ate esteem Wew»an ever cherished for Sir alter Scott and expresses 

sound opinion on the prevailing attitude toward the classiest

fhe Oratory, May 14, 1871

My dear Hope Scott,

VfcNfe you for your book. [Mr, Hot e-Scott's abridg
ment of Lockhart's Life of Scottl la one sense 1 de
serve It; I have ever had such a devotion, I may call It, 
to -alter Scott, As a boy In the early summer roomings,
I read * faverly" and "Guy liannerlng" In bed, when they 
first case out. At five It *&s time to get up. And long 
before that, I think when I was ei^t years old, I lis
tened ea erly to "The Lay of the Last Minstrel," which 
my mother and aunt were reading aloud. When he was dy
ing I was continually thinking of him. with Keble's 
words —

"If ever floating from faint earthly lyre."
It has been a trouble to roe that M s  works seem to 

be so forgotten now. Our boys know very little about 
them. 1 think F. Ambrose had to give a prize for get
ting up "Kenilworth." lour letter to Gladstone sadly 
confirms it. I wonder whether there will ever be a 
crisis and correction of the evil? It arises from the 
f ciitties of publication. Every season bears Its own 
crop of books, and eveiy fresh season ousts the fore
going. Books are all annuals, and, to revive Scott, 
you must annihilate the existing generation of writers, 
which is legion. ' ,

If it so fares with Scott, still more does It so 
fare with Johnson, Addison, Pope and Shakespeare. Per
haps the competitive extinctions may come to the aid.
You should get Gladstone to bring about a list of elas-' 
sics, and force them upon candidates, I do not see any 
other way of mending matters.

I wish I heard a better account of you.
Ever yours affectionately,

John H. t.’ewman'*4 44

44. John Oldcastle, Cardinal Keenan, Catholic Life and 
hfittffisa. 48.



Newman likewise found much to admire in Thackeray. It 

is not surprising that writing which svideneed snob a profound 

knowledge of hainan nature should win Newman's regard. According 

to Father fytier, Newman reed everything that Thackerty wrote, 

erven to the last work which was unfinished at the tine of Thack

eray's death.*8

The following excerpts free a letter to Hiss Holmes, 

written shortly after Thackeray's death, p r o w  Newman's apprecia

tion of Thackeray, and also show with what a critical eye he had 

read hie works.

I. . . write • • * to express the piercing sorrow 
that X feel at Thackeray's death.

Tou know I never saw his, Tout you h a w  interested 
me in his, and one saw in his books the workings of hie 
sind

A new work of M e  had been advertised, and I looked 
forward with pleasure to reading it, and now the drama 
of M e  life is closed, and he himself the greatest in
stance of the text of which be was so fall* "Vanlt&s 
vanitatum, omnia vaaitaa.* I wander whether he hue 
known M e  own decay, for a decay I think there has been.
1 thought M s  last novel betrayed lassitude and exhaus
tion of mind, end he has lain lay apparently for a year.
His last (fugitiw) pieces in the CornMll h a w  been 
almost sermons —  one should he very glad to know that 
he had presentiments of what was to eons.** 46

Jane Austen is sometimes mentioned aa one of Newman's 

favorite writers of fiction. The following criticism shows that

46. Wilfrid lard, s Sl, clt.. II, 556.

46. Ibid.. I, 612.
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he feels that there is a lack of something essential to the 

novel in her work.

I have been reading "Emma." Everything Miss Austen 
writes is clever, but I desiderate something. There is 
a want of body to the story. The action is frittered 
away in over-little things. There are some beautiful 
things in it. Emma herself is the most interesting to 
me of all her heroines. I feel kind to her whenever I 
think of her. But Miss Austen has no romance —  none 
at all. What vile creatures her parsons are! she has 
not a dream of the high Catholic ethos. That other 
woman, Fairfax, is a dolt —  but I like Bnma.47

Father Ryder mentions Newman’s regard for Anthony Trol

lope. He says that Newman was fond of Trollope and that he be

lieved that there was not one of Trollope’s works that Newman had 

not read and enjoyed. Father Ryder says that Mrs. Gaskell was 

another favorite, but for George Eliot he thought that Newman felt 

little or no attraction.48

One must admire Newman’s sense of literary values from the 

following comments on Maria Edgeworth’s novels.

Miss Edgeworth sometimes apologizes for certain inci
dent &i<0 in her tales, by stating they took place "by 
one of those strange chances that occur in life, but seem 
incredible when found in writing." Such an excuse evinces 
a misconception of the principle of fiction, which being 
the perfection of the actual, prohibits the introduction 
of any such anomalies of experience
let some of Miss Edgeworth’s works contain much poetry of 
narrative. Manoeuvering is perfect in its way, —  the 
plot and characters are natural, without being too real to 
be pleasing
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Hist Edgeworth1* representations of the Irish 
character are actual, and not poetical —  nor were 
they Intended to be eo. They are interesting, be
cause they are faithful. If there is poetry about 
thee, it exists in the personages themselves, not 
in her representation of thee. She is only the 
accurate reporter in word of what was poetical in 
feet. Kmee, moreover, when a deed or incident is 
striking in itself, e judicious writer ie lad to 
describe it in the most simple and colourless terms, 
his ova being unnecessary . . .49

11/

the scope and variety of Newman** research in history, 

biography, and journalism, added to exceptional mental endow

ments make him an able critic in any of these fields. In fact 

his numerous critical essays prove his mental acumen, depth of 

thought, and ability to judge and appreciate. Since history and 

philosophy do not fell under the term literature in the more re

stricted use of the term, criticism of these subjects, as such, 

may hardly be included unddr literary criticism. However, there 

is good literary criticism In Hewman’s remarks on the style in 

which such works are written or the artistic handling or presenta

tion of material.

Newman frequently comments con Gibbon*a style. Writing 

to Bowden la 1819, he seysi

Herodotus, Thucydides, and Gibbon have employed me 
nearly from morning to night. A second perusal of the 
last historian has raised him in ay scale of merit. With 49

49. "Poetry, with Reference to Aristotle1* Poetics11. 
gasaars. Grltlosl and Historical. I, 15-15.
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all his faults, M b want of simplicity, M s  affectation 
sad hie monotony, few earn be put la comparison with him, 
and sometimes, when I reflect om M s  happy choioe of 
expreesions, M e  vigorous compression of ideas, sad the 
life sod significance of every word, I am prompted indig
nantly to exclaim that so style is left for Metoriaas 
of as after day,60

This enthusiasm appears to he modified somewhat when 

Gibbons for M e  pains sad ears to use adequate words 

and to “recast M e  matter till he had M t  the precise e x M M -  

tios of it which he thought demanded ty his subject * * * * * *  
frankly states "torn must not suppose X am going to reeomaend M e  

[Gibbon*•] style for imitation, any more than M s  principles.^! 

Seaman, however, believes that Gibbon has contributed to the heri

tage of the language. 3a a lecture given is 1854 he says “I seem 

to trace M a  vigorous condensation and peculiar rhythm at every

turn in the literature of the day.*58
biography, Newman lays great stress om letters

as am important factor. Bis view on this point and a favorable 

criticism of fronds are shown la the followings

Hr owe notion of writing a life is tbs notion of 
Harrell Frauds, —  vis. to do it ty letters, and to 
bring in aa little letterpress of one’s ewn as possible. 
Frauds has so done M e  “Bechet". It is far more real, * 
and therefore interesting, than any other way. Stanley

si. isa& at & M 2§£S&&» ««*•
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has done so in M s  •AraeM.1*53

8unv:roiis other criticisms of the Uteraxy value or method 

of presentation of historical or biographical work* may be found 

in Newman. Similar criticisms of periodical literature frequently 

occur. Newman’s close contact with magazines and journals for a 

period of over forty years and, one might add, M s  occasional re

sponsibility for the same, made it necessary for him to express 

M s  vises on all phases of t M s  type of literature.

Some of Newman*s general criticisms of periodical litera

ture are particularly worthy of note. In 1864, he writes!

While our literature in t M s  day, especially the 
periodical, is rich and various, its language is elabo
rated to a perfection far beyond that of oar Glassies, 
ty the jealous rivalry, the incessant practice, the 
mutual influence, of its many writers. In point of 
mere style, I suppose, many an article in the U s e s  
newspaper, or Briinburah Review, is superior to a pref
ace of Dryden1*, or s Spectator, or a pamphlet of 
Swift’s, or one of South1* sermons.5*

Despite the perfected fora w M o h  Newman believes to be 

characteristic of the periodical literature that he is describing, 

he finds a notable defect.

What they lack is that individuality, that earnestness, 
most personal yet most unconscious of self, w M e b  is the 
greatest charm of an author. The very form of the compo
sitions of the day suggests to us their main deficiency.
They are anonymous.* 55

68. Wilfrid Ward, s&. 2 & * »  U ,  514. 

64. Idea of a University. 628,

55. Ibid.. 528.
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Xa this criticism Newman measures toy the standard of 

hie am definition, "Literature is the personal use and exer

cise a t language,*66 It matters not to him in what form a 

message is given. Whether it is an epic sung toy a living poet, 

a history in which Herodotus publishes his own researches, or 
» periodical with an Addison writing under a definite character, 

the personal element must be present if the work is to rank with 

the best in literature.

1

60. 1M&-, 829



CHAPTER VIII

HEWMAM’S PUCE IH CRITICISM

fiasgffl&S&gft' a£ ftsawaaaJ!!. QsU&siss.

The questions will naturally occur* What recognition is 

accorded Newman’s literary criticisms? Are his criticisms of any 

value? Do they have any force at present? How do hie critical 

writings compare with those of other critics?

A little investigation shows that Newman’s literary crit

icism has received recognition. Several instances will be died 

to show the appreciation felt for this phase of his work.

Bis published works, including letters, essays, 
and speeches, would fill about fifty volumes. Out 
of this number Newman himself selected thirty-six 
for special revision and correction. They cover a 
great many subjects, such as literary criticism, his
tory* philosophy, theology, biography, fiction, poetry.1

It is significant that among the subjects selected for 

special revision, literary criticism is mentioned first.

Lionel Johnson speaking of N e m a n ’s literary achievements 

mentions very particularly his work in criticism. "He has enriched 

criticism with faultless judgments. To him I turn for the truest 

estimates of Ryron or of Cicero.1,2

1. William H. Sheran, ftoBltah Literature 
Schools. 194.

2, Brother Leo, op.clt.. 546.



Mr. Joseph J. Reiliy considers that 9the paper on 

Cicero showed Newman as a critic rather than as a historian.1,5 

The sane authority praises Newman’s critical work on Biography.

8e mentions “the outspoken words of Neman, who fear once freely 

voices M s  own notions of biography in an introductory essay 

which Sainte-Beeuve right have been glad to write.”4

Ctee finds Neman*a criticisms incorporated in many modern 

books and articles m  literary criticism. One frequently sees 
such statements as wConcerning the Orators. John Henry Newman, 

a great water of English prose, said *It is the most finished 

perhaps of Cicero*a compositions.*M&

In the LIbraiy o£ .Literary Criticism o£ Baalish and iaser- 

ioan Author a. there are many criticisms of Neuman.&

lewman*a essay *MteratarmB, whole or in part, is included 

is numerous volumes of criticism, (tee night mention for example,

P s B t e a  S i s M s k ' Z m s ,  a & S t e l  S a g a a ,  D ic k e n s o n  a n d

Roe. The editors of tela work ,rhave endeavored, to trace, in a 

aeries of ten selected esaays# the development of English criticism

5. Joseph J. Reilly, 2£. cit.. 158

4. Ibid.. 154. (The essay mentioned is en introductory essay 
to historical Sketofews of Theodoric and Chrysostom).

6, Henry S. Scribner, "Cicero as a Hellenist"* daaglo&l 
Journal* T O ,  (November, 1980), 88.

6. Charles W* Moulton, (M.j, &farfsry. g£ IMsm*. .QU&- 
cism. 8 volumes.



in the nineteenth century.8,7 In feet “Literature” has been published 

as a separate volume for use as a College English text.

“Poetry, with Reference to lidstotie’s Poetics® is likewise 

included in collections of critical essays, as for example, Zngllgh 

Critical Essays —  Nineteenth Century, by E, E, Jones. These essays 

•are meant to illustrate English literary criticism during the nine

teenth century".7 8

Sot only is Newman’s more formal literary criticism recog

nized, but his least bit of literary advice appears to be treasured. 

Hot to site numerous quotations taken from certain lectures such as 

"Elementary Studies® in the Idea o£ & Pnlvaareltr. mention might be 
made of a significant article which appeared recently in the “Cath

olic Daily Tribune." It concerns a letter now in possession of 

James Stanton of the editorial staff of the Ottawa Journal. He 

copied the letter when a passenger m board jgig, Sfantrosc in 1826.
The original letter was written to the late Canoe $. J. Murphy, who 

had received It when a student at Maynooth, fifty years before. It 

was written in answer to a request for advice for a reading course 

which would be helpful in the preparation of sermons. The Cardinal’s

gracious answer does not furnish the desired course in reading, but
1

does five some excellent advice on the writing and delivery of

85

7. Thomas B. Dickenson and Frederick W. Bee, (Editors), 
Nineteenth G a t o r  ftutUnh fmm» CTitiaal ftHMBau 5.

8. S. D. Jones, (M.), lUglish Critical Essay*. Nineteenth 
Century. Preface.



sermons. Needless to say, the student kept and prized the letter.

In 1925, Mr. Stanton served the Canon's Mass daily when on board 

The Montrose. As a reward for this, he was permitted to copy Car

dinal Newman's letter,9
Another indication of appreciation of Newman's literary 

judgment is seen in descriptions of his literary preferences, such 

as are found in some recent biographies of Newman. An excellent 

article of this nature written by J. Connop Thirlwall bears witness 

to the regard in which Newman's literary views are held at present. 

This article gives a reply written by Newman to Thomas Arnold 

(brother to Matthew) in regard to a syllabus that Arnold was sub

mitting to Newman. The reply gives a brief survey of authors whom 

Newman would recommend, and a detailed account of Newman's reasons 

for admiring Addison.

For the most part, those who quote or discuss Newman's 

criticisms have great praise for his contributions. Occasionally 

one finds an adverse criticism. Elizabeth Nitchie criticizes New

man's statement that "Literature is the personal use and exercise 

of language" and places Newman with "critics who put the stress on 

style or language rather than content."H If such critics as 9 10 11

- 1

9. "Little-Known Card. Newman letter of Literary Counsel 
Brought to Light in Canada". Catholic Daily Tribune. March 19, 1956.

10. J. Connop Thirlwall, "Cardinal Newman's Literary Prefer
ences". Modern Language Notes, XLII, (January, 1955), 25-27.

11. Elizabeth Nitchie, The Criticism of Literature, 52.
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Miss Ritchie were to study Sowatis,s teachings in this respect # 

little farther, they would see that M e  emphasis le rather on 

fidelity of expression than on mere outward fora* In his famous: 

definition of a great author, Herman stresses the fact that a 

great author ”is one who has something to say and knows how to 

say it.6,3,2

Some might be Inclined to think that because of 8ewmeots 

persistent aloofness from the literature of hie day and hie re- 

luctanoe to express ary opinion can certain types of literature, 

that M s  criticism is too United Mid of toe general a nature to 

avail tiuch In the field of criticism. He certainly does not be

long to the ranks of those critics who furnish critiques for every 

new work. Of this class of critic, Newman says*

. . .  a critic in a periodical dashes off, perhaps, M s  
praises of a new work, as *talented, original, replete 
with intense interest, irresistible in argument, and, in 
the best sense of the word, a very readable book}1 —  can 
we really believe ihai he cares to attach any definite 
sense to the words of w M o h  he is so lavlsht nay, that, 
if tee had a habit of attaching sense to them, tee could 
ever bring himself to so prodigal and wholesale m  expen
diture of the**3,3

Others might say that the ethos1* is too prominent for that

detachment that should characterise a true critic. Henman’s per. 1
aonal holiness naturally prompts hi» to disapprove of anything that

12. Idea §, Salver si tar, 291.

IS* Idea s£ &  Stainer alter* $$$,

!*. &S&&SSS. SB& Smm8Btimsab> ll> 200* (Footnote by the 
editor, Anne Mosleyi f,fhe ethos, as Hr, Nevsum called it, of & book 
came always foremost la M s  oriticul estimation. He condoned a good 
deal steam this satisfied M b .”)



1# not morally good. He justly criticises works that offend. A 

study of his garnered criticism, however, reveals that he shows 

great breadth of mind on the such discussed question of ethical 

standards In literature.

Newman’s Literary Influence . i,UL
lZ

. t ,
Newman’s Influence as a litterateur* is increasing* Although 

his literary criticism has not been the sole cause of M s  literary 

prestige, it Is certainly a contributory cause. It is true that 

his prose style has had much to do with his literary preeminence. 

Just as character is not the result of a single trait, so no one 

isolated influence can be considered the sole cause of a man’s 

greatness*

What is Newman’s literary influence?

One authoring says*

He is our greatest prose artist. And In the work of 
his contemporaries, evidences of M s  literary influences 
are everywhere manifests we may easily trace the charac
teristics of his prose style in Pater, Arnold, Huxley,
Harrison, Mivart, and Maurice. * . . Buskin acknowl
edges hi® debt to Newman.3-6

If Newman has Influenced so many nineteenth century writers, 

who in their turn have taught so many literary principles,' it is 

easily proved that Newman has directly or indirectly influenced the 

literature of the present day.

16. William H. Sheran, sa>. cit.. 198
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Newman has had an important influence on the Catholic 

Literary Revival. His hope expressed eighty years ago in a criti

cal essay, "English Catholic Literature", seems to have been ful

filled. Perhaps he, more than any other writer, is responsible for 

this movement. He did not consciously form a new movement.16 He 
did attempt "to unite the romantic and rationalist points of view" 

in the spirit of faith.

It is simply impossible to overestimate the influence 
of this quintessence of Newman . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The bequest of his ideas was as fruitful as is the downpour 
of a heavy summer rain. A group of thinkers to whom synthe
sis was important began to appear, one by one. Though most 
of the English Catholic poets, clung to the somewhat romantic 
notion that they were "seers," they nevertheless reverenced 
whole-heartedly the objectivity of their faith. Patmore, 
for all his visionary mysticism, was a rationalist in the 
just and goodly sense . . . .  To what extent science of all
kinds influenced the rhythms of Francis Thompson need not be 
pointed out to anyone who has read even the most intuitive
of his odes . . .  .........................................
The English effort is in many ways the supreme Catholic 
literary advance of our t i m e ...........1®

Brother Leo regards Newman as a literary dictator and 

summarizes his accomplishments as such.

For a dictator he was, however he regarded writing and 
criticism as but incidental to his career and however re
pugnant to his fastidious taste the appellation might be.

First, he restated and exemplified the teachings of the 
ablest masters of the literary art.

16. C. Alexander, S. J., The Catholic Literary Revival. 15

17.
Literature.

George N. Shuster, The Catholic Church and Current 
68-71.

18 Ibid., 69-74



Secondly, he defended style as an expression of the 
personality of the writer, and habitually wrote in a 
style of extraordinary clearness, eloquence, and beauty.

Thirdly, be established, both in theory and practice, 
the correlation of literature and religion.

fourthly, he stressed the often forgotten truth, that 
both religion and literature possess an intellectual as 
well as a nerely emotional element, and he pointed out 
the rational approach to God as the Infinite Truth and 
the Infinite Beauty.

fifthly, in toe life end in his boohs he ettde a 
contribution of inestimable value to the study of digit ah 
Literature by analysing the nature of anti-Gatbolic prej
udice, explaining Its operations, and disproving its 
claims, finally he inculcated thoroughness end schol
arly toleration, and he championed comprehensive humanism 
in harmony with the European Tradition in literature and 
in education.3$

Admirers of Newman’s literary creed are Justified in proph

esying for Newman an ever Increasing influence in the field of lit

erary criticism. Discussing Newman as a leader, Sister Mazy Aloys! 

Kiener forsees for Newman & such widened sphere in the field of 

criticism.

Looking back upon the Idea of & University, we 
find it to he a most vital part of Newman’s work. The 
justly celebrated lecture on Literature, the best, per
haps, that baa ever been written on the subject of 
European letters, la deserving of the profoundest es
teem. Perhaps it was these sparkling pages that Sir 
Arthur Quillor-Couch would have the student wear as 
a "talisman on the writing wrist.” Altogether worthy ' 
in every phase, they serve as a splendid example of

19. Brother Leo, op. oit., 565.
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noble aspiration, claiming finest kinship with the 
master minds of the past. But they likewise herald 
a new day for Catholic literature. In sum ami sub
stance, Kewman gives us In this remarkable treatise 
a criterion for criticism which i# yet to be estab
lished.^

V

f

. Sister Mary Aloyel Kiener, si>. clt.. 448.SO



CONCLUSION

Undoubtedly Newman’s position in the field of letters 

is unique. He has gained a preeminence that he never sought. 

Silent and suffering, and living from boyhood as if there were 

only two that mattered "God and myself", he has so influenced 

his own age and the present, that he might well be considered 

the most influential voice of nineteenth century England.

His great aim was to know the truth and to impart it 

to others.
Thackeray in Pendennis paid him a beautiful tribute 

as one who in his quest of truth "gave up friends, fame, 
dearest ties, the respect of an army of churchmen, and 
the recognized position of a leader."!

So earnest and intense was he in his search for truth that 

the habit of mind thus fostered characterizes all his works. Thus 

one sees that in the field of expression he labors incessantly to 

find and use words that will exactly convey the meaning he wishes 

to impart. This exactness and fidelity led to his matchless prose 

style and to an appreciation of the niceties of expression used by 

others.
Newman’s natural endowments, years of training amid cul

tural surroundings, and his appreciative study of the best in lit

erature make him a literary authority. 1

1. Joseph J. Reilly, op. cit., 20.
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*Eb@ present investigation of bis works haw* revealed 

some excellent criticism. Be doe* mot being to that class 

of critic that freely expresses an opinion of everything just 

off the press. His criticism Is on * higher and more endur

ing plane. He explains literary standards and discusses ssany 

ancient and modern authors in the light of those standards# 

tberetgr fostering high ideals of thought and expression and 

promoting true culture. Since hie criticism is based on an 

appreciation of the literary classics of the European tradi

tion, it belongs more to tho classical school than to any other.

His criticism is concerned Kite a wide variety of types 

of composition. Special mention may be made of M e  literary 

criticism of poetry, the drama, essay, biography, fiction, dia

logue, history, biography and oratory. B e  oritieism, even 

though casual or incidental, or confined to a few words, strikes 

at the essential merit ocr defect with a sure aim, and expressed 

la Ro m a n ’s clear ami precise language, has a force and weight 

worthy of notice, thus when he draws attention to the simplicity 

of the Greek drama, the music of Cicero’s prose, or the groins of

Eyron, one feels that he has sensed end expressed tee character-/
Istic trait which identifies and distinguishes a particular author 

or group of authors from all others. His constant insistence teat 

literature is personal doubtless prompts hi# to seek tee personal

ity back of tee writing, to find the author’s message, and time give
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a truer end wore sympathetic interpretation of ea author’s works# 

His criticise will live. This phase of Neman seems, pro

portionately, to be receiving more and more attention. His spir

itual leadership, M s  own prose style, and his literary criticism 

combined, have merited for him a remarkable literary prestige and 

influence.

For the most part, the criticisms used in this study have 

been taken from three or four critical essays. This investigation 

has revealed the possibility of useful research cm related prob

lems. Not only might much more be done by extending the study of 

his literary criticism to the numerous casual remarks throughout 

his many works, but to such subjects as Newman’s philosophy of 

literature, or Newman’s influence cm present writers. A further 
consideration of Newman’s ethical standards of literary criticism 

would be an opportune study for present day needs,

This age would do well to pause and consider the lessons 

that Newman taught. His bequest has been well expressed by Joseph 

J. Reilly, who says*

This generation owes Newman much. He has lessons for 
us beyond any of the "prophets" of hie age. His is a living 
voice, and in the world of letters, of education, of culture, 
and of the noblest things of the spirit it was always raised 
for sweetness and light that reason and the will of God might 
prevail.£

2. Joseph J. Reilly, o£. clt.. 519,
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